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                            ______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Administrative Office, 604 Locust Street, Equitable Building, Suite 317, Des Moines, Iowa  50309 
515-280-4220 • FAX 515-280-4259 

 
Chester J. Culver, Governor                                                                                                                                                                 Sally Kreamer, Director 
 
Patty Judge, Lieutenant Governor                                                                                                                                              Michael J. King, Chairperson 

 
 

November, 2008 
 
Mr. Mike King, Chair 
Fifth Judicial District 
Department of Correctional Services 
Union County Courthouse 
Creston, Iowa    
 
Dear Mr. King: 
 
On behalf of the staff of the Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services, I am pleased to present the 
Department’s 2007-2008 Annual Report. 
 
Over this last year, the focus for the agency has been on quality improvement.  We have revised our recruitment and hiring 
system, our appraisal process for staff, and placed a renewed emphasis on recurring training for staff to reinforce basic skills 
learned during initial training.  We have developed an advisory board for our volunteers and are working on revising our 
strategic plan for the Department.  We were asked by the Board to develop a plan to address the overrepresentation of 
African Americans in the criminal justice system in the 5th Judicial District.  That plan was presented to the Board and has 
been implemented.    
  
Our case load numbers remain steady at the 9,000 mark.  Staff were able to reduce the wait into our residential facilities by 
almost two months by developing anew level system, working more closely with field services and providing more 
programming.  However a need is still present for residential beds and office space.  The top goal for this agency over the 
next year is to secure more resources both in personnel and infrastructure in order to meet our mission of protection of the 
public, staff and offenders from victimization. 
 
The report is submitted for filing with the Board of Supervisors of each county in the Fifth District, per Iowa Code 905.4.  
This document reflects activities of the Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services from July 1, 2007 through 
June 30, 2008. 
 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Board of Directors for the support that you have shown me and all the staff 
of the Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
_____________________________ 
Sally Kreamer, Director 
Fifth Judicial District 
Department of Correctional Services 
 
 

Mission Statement: 
We Protect the Public, Employees, and Offenders from Victimization. 

 
http://FifthDCS.com 
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Fifth Judicial District 
Department of Correctional Services 

                            ______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Administrative Office, 604 Locust Street, Equitable Building, Suite 317, Des Moines, Iowa  50309 
515-280-4220 • FAX 515-280-4259 

 
Chester J. Culver, Governor  Sally Kreamer, Director 
 
Patty Judge, Lieutenant Governor                                                                                                                   Michael J. King, Chairperson 
 

Vision of the Fifth Judicial District 
Department of Correctional Services 

 
The Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services will be recognized 
as a national leader in providing a fully integrated corrections system.  As the 
nation’s leader, we will provide the most sophisticated and strongly supported 
continuum of community and institution programs and services.   
 
We will be seen as an organization that delivers research-driven correctional 
programs of the highest quality while utilizing the most effective communication 
and technology resources to provide “best practices” management.  
 
We will be known as an organization that is driven by a strong value system that 
recognizes the intrinsic worth of all human beings, respects and recognizes the 
needs of victims, and holds the belief that offenders can change their lives.   
 
We will be known for our staff development and training programs that engender 
the strong ethics, diversity, and professional nature of this Department. 
 
We will be known for keeping operational costs low, while providing high-quality 
programs in a safe environment.  
 
We will be seen as a highly credible Community Corrections Department that 
focuses on its mission, and takes care of its people. 
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MISSION STATEMENT 
for the 

Fifth Judicial District – Department of Correctional Services 
 

The mission of the Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services: 
We Protect the Public, Employees, and Offenders from Victimization. 

 
Public 

 Prevent escapes and maintain accountability of offenders in the community 
 Increase community safety in support of a vital economy 
 Reduce recidivism and increase the self responsibility of offenders 
 Keep citizens informed about corrections issues and activities 
 Make responsible decisions about the use of taxpayer dollars 
 Attend to the needs and concerns of victims 
 Treat members of the public with respect  

 
Employees 

 Provide current equipment and staffing to insure employee safety 
 Provide for a safe working environment 
 Attend to emotional and physical well being of employees 
 Maintain high levels and standards for training 
 Insure policies are sound, current, and consistently and fairly enforced  
 Treat employees with respect 

 
Offenders 

 Provide a physically and mentally safe and healthy environment for offenders 
 Manage offenders in a firm, fair and consistent manner 
 Provide programming, training and education to encourage good work habits and 

pro-social interaction 
 Promote pro-social thinking with contemporary programming 
 Keep offenders informed about current corrections policies and procedures 
 Develop community support and partnerships that foster reintegration 
 Treat offenders with respect 
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OVERVIEW AND HISTORY 
Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services 

 
The Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services, which originated in the early 1970s, consists 
of sixteen counties is south central Iowa. The Department has both the most populous county in the state 
(Polk) and the least populous county (Taylor). The Department functions under the oversight of a twenty 
member Board of Directors consisting of one Board of Supervisor member from each of the sixteen counties 
in the District, two judicial appointees, one of those currently being the Chief Judge of the Fifth Judicial 
District, and two citizen appointees. The Board of Directors hires the District Director. 
 
The counties comprising the Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services are: Adair, Adams, 
Clarke, Dallas, Decatur, Guthrie, Jasper, Lucas, Madison, Marion, Polk, Ringgold, Taylor, Union, Warren, 
and Wayne. 
 
Funding for the Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services comes from the state Legislature 
and funnels through the State Department of Corrections, which supplies cursory oversight. The current total 
operating budget is approximately $24 million dollars, which includes approximately $ 5.6 million of local 
revenues.  
 
The Department currently supervises approximately 9000 adult offenders and has a total staff of about 282. 
Approximately 7000 of those offenders reside in the Des Moines metropolitan area, with the remaining 2000 
offenders being supervised in the remaining fifteen counties outside the metropolitan area. Besides its Des 
Moines office, the Department operates offices in Adel, Chariton, Creston, Indianola, Knoxville, and 
Newton. 
 
The Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services is a community-based correctional 
organization providing a full spectrum of services to pre-adjudicated, post-adjudicated, post-institutional, and 
even prison status offenders at our OWI Facility. 
 
The District provides the following services to our offenders: 
 
PRETRIAL RELEASE (Release on Recognizance). Originating in 1963, this program became part of the 
Department in 1970. In this program, staff interview adult offenders held in jail, utilizing an objective point 
system, to recommend the release from jail without money bond, of offenders whose ties to the community 
indicate they will appear in court when scheduled. 
 
RELEASE WITH SERVICES (RWS). RWS became part of the Department in 1970. Utilizing subjective 
criteria, staff interview adult offenders not qualifying for Pretrial Release and recommend the release from 
jail of offenders who require and are provided supervision.  
 
PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION (PSI). Added to the Department in 1971, this portion of the 
Department creates a full life history report of the offender, now encompassing the LSI-R, which is 
completed following the offender being found guilty or pleading guilty to an Aggravated Misdemeanor or 
Felony. This report is used by the Judge in sentencing proceedings and is also used to assist in developing 
case plans and in formulating treatment programs by the probation/parole officer, state institutions, or the 
State Board of Parole when considering offenders for parole.  
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PROBATION.  Incorporated as part of the Department in 1971, the probation department provides 
supervision of convicted offenders from the Court. The probation department utilizes community resources 
and evidence-based practices that include the LSI-R in determining the risk and needs of offenders. 
 
MEN’S RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES. These facilities are located on the south side of Des Moines on the 
historic Ft. Des Moines military grounds. The original facility, Building 65/66, was opened in July 1971 
housing 50 “probation” offenders. In 1999, the Department opened a new facility, Building 68/70.  Building 
68 currently houses eighty (80) “probation” offenders sentenced by the Court to the facility as a condition of 
probation. Building 70 houses one hundred twenty (120) offenders placed on work release by the Board of 
Parole. The original residential facility, Building 65/66, was deemed a community-based prison facility in 
1987. Building 65/66 houses a sixty-seven (67) bed treatment facility for OWI inmates sentenced to prison 
by the Court. This program is licensed by the Iowa Department of Health, Division of Substance Abuse. 
 
WOMEN’S RESIDENTIAL FACILITY. The original Women’s Facility was opened in 1972 in a 
residential area of Des Moines.  In 1993 the Women’s Facility moved to a new building located at 1917 
Hickman Road in Des Moines. This forty-eight bed facility houses female offenders sentenced as a condition 
of probation by the Court, on state work release, as OWI Third Offense inmates, or as Federal pretrial or jail 
transfers. One wing of the facility allows eight (8) women to have up to twelve (12) children under the age of 
five (5) reside with them, while the women complete their sentence. This portion of the program is designed 
to allow the mother and child a chance to live together in a safe environment designed to enhance the 
mother’s parenting and other life skills.   
 
COMMUNITY SERVICE SENTENCING. This program was begun in 1978 as a means to have offenders 
give back to the community through unpaid work in the community which can be performed as a condition 
of probation or as part of a determinate Court sentence. 
 
INTENSIVE SUPERVISION PROGRAM (ISP). Begun in 1984 as an alternative to traditional 
supervision, ISP determines the offender’s needs and risk level through the Level of Service Inventory, 
Revised (LSI-R), Jesness, and the Iowa Risk Assessment Form. Officers provide intense supervision of a 
smaller case load of high-risk convicted offenders holding them accountable through intensively supervising, 
monitoring, facilitating, and educating the offender in an attempt to restructure their thinking processes and 
to increase public safety and reduce recidivism. 
 
PAROLE. This program was officially added to the Department in 1984 even though parole supervision was 
provided through the State of Iowa for many years prior to that. Parole officers provide supervision of 
convicted offenders utilizing community resources and evidence-based practices following the granting of 
parole by the State Board of Parole from a state institution, half-way house, or OWI prison. 
 
ELECTRONIC MONITORING. Incorporated as a part of the Department in 1988, the Fifth Judicial 
District Department of Correctional Services supervises the statewide electronic monitoring program for all 
eight Judicial District Departments of Correctional Services using voice verification, radio frequency, and 
global positioning satellite units.  
 
SEX OFFENDER TREATMENT PROGRAM (SOTP). In 1990, the Department added SOTP as another 
treatment option for those offenders charged with offenses that are sexual in nature. In the Des Moines Metro 
Area/Polk County, Dallas, Jasper, Madison, and Marion counties, the department through its professional 
staff, provides psychological evaluations, testing, and treatment. Services include treatment groups, 
individual counseling, psychological/psychosexual evaluations, penile plythesmograph testing (PPG), and 
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polygraph testing of offenders. In Creston and surrounding area, the Department contracts with Crossroads 
Mental Health Center to provide sex offenders with primary group treatment, family counseling, psychiatric 
services on an as-needed basis, and methods to manage sex offenders’ relapse issues. 
 
FUGITIVE UNIT (WARRANT TEAM). Initiated as part of the Department in 1993, all of this unit’s 
officers are Certified Law Enforcement Officers who have graduated from the Iowa Law Enforcement 
Academy. They are the only Department staff certified in and allowed to carry weapons. Three Polk County 
Sheriff’s Officers and a Polk County Detention Officer are part of the Fugitive Unit. The units’ duties 
include apprehension of fugitives including those from other jurisdictions and agencies, surveillance of 
probation, parole, and residential facility offenders, training and instruction of fellow staff members, and 
assisting with the Sheriff’s Work Alternative Program. 
 
YOUTHFUL OFFENDER PROGRAM. Begun in 1995, this program is offered at the discretion of the 
Department and Polk County Attorney’s Office to qualified juvenile offenders waived to adult court on 
felony charges and young adults under the age of twenty-two who are charged with a first time felony. Staff 
assess, refer, and monitor the youthful offenders who are sent to community-based substance abuse 
programs. 
 
LOW-RISK PROBATION. This program which was begun in 1995 was designed for low-risk, minimum 
supervision offenders that are given Court ordered conditions, specific to the offender, to be completed in a 
designated time period while on probation. 
 
INTENSIVE SUPERVISION DRUG COURT. Started as a pilot program in 1996, this unit’s goal is to 
address, with a holistic approach, offender substance abuse behavior problems leading to criminal behavior. 
Drug Court has been a highly successful method for the treatment of the offenders with chronic substance 
abuse problems. 
INTENSIVE PRETRIAL RELEASE (IPTR). Begun in 1996 by the Department through the cooperation 
and funding of the Polk County Board of supervisors, this program recommends high-risk offenders for 
supervised release when they do not qualify for either Pretrial Release or Release With Services (RWS). 
 
 DOMESTIC ABUSE. Added as a part of the Department in 1997, officer duties in this unit are similar to 
ISP, but focus more on collaboration with community agencies providing interventions. This group meets 
monthly as part of the Domestic Abuse Coordinating Council.  
  
SPECIAL NEEDS. Formalized as part of the Department in 1998, this unit deals with individuals who have 
been diagnosed with a major mental illness, dual diagnosis disorder (mental health and substance abuse 
problems), brain injury, or mental retardation. Officers assist offenders through numerous referrals and 
interventions while holding the offender accountable. 
 
SUPPORT SERVICE CENTER. This unit was created in 1999 to assist the Department in incorporating 
Evidence-based Practices into the daily Department operation by delivering research-based offender 
programming, staff guidance in the areas of case management and effective correctional interventions, and 
assisting unit supervisors with quality assurance on assessment tools, case planning, and supervision 
according to risk, need, and responsivity. 
 
CENTRALIZED INTAKE. In 2001, a Centralized Probation Intake unit housed in room B-40 in the 
basement of the Polk County Courthouse was formally constructed from an idea that began in about 1988. 
Although probation and parole intakes had been performed by one person to a certain extent in previous 
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years, this marked the first time that all intakes on all new probationers would be performed in one place by 
one person.  
 
OFFENDER EDUCATIONAL GROUPS. The Department provides a number of cognitive-based 
intervention classes intended to help facilitate change within the offender, such as “CALM”, Moving On”, 
and Thinking For A Change” which are instructed by Department staff.  
 
 

11-17-08 
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FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONAL SERVICES 
(GUIDE FOR LOCATING INDIVIDUAL DEPARTMENTS & FACILITIES)  

 

 

ADMINISTRATION OFFICE 
604 Locust St 
Equitable Bldg, Suite 317 
Des Moines, IA50309 
(515) 280-4220 

 

PRETRIAL RELEASE     RELEASE WITH SERVICES 
Polk County Jail      Polk County Jail 
1985 NE 51st Pl      1985 NE 51st Pl 
Des Moines, IA 50313     Des Moines, IA  50313 
(515) 875-5750      (515) 875-5750 

 

COMMUNITY SERVICE               Polk County Courthouse 
INFORMAL PROBATION    Room B40 
INTAKE  (286-3046)               500 Mulberry St 
      Des Moines, IA 50309 
                 (515) 286-3025 

 

PRE-SENTENCE INVESTIGATION  (242-6602) 
PAROLE (242-6603) 
INTENSIVE SUPERVISION (ISP)  (242-6604) 
DOMESTIC UNIT (242-6604)                      ADDRESS FOR ALL: 
SUPPORT SERVICES (242-6634)                1000 Washington Ave 
MENTAL HEALTH UNIT (242-6617)         Des Moines, IA 50314 

 

PROBATION                  SEX OFFENDER TREATMENT PROGRAM
910 Washington Ave       910 Washington Ave 
1st Floor        2nd Floor 
Des Moines, IA 50314      Des Moines, IA 50314 
(515) 242-6680       (515) 242-6082 

 

WOMEN’S RESIDENTIAL FACILITY 
1917 Hickman Rd 
Des Moines, IA 50314 
(515) 242-6325 

 

OWI FACILITY            DRUG COURT/YOUTHFUL OFFENDER 
65/66 Gruber St  65/66 Gruber St 
Des Moines, IA 50315 Des Moines, IA 50315 
(515) 242-6980  (515) 242-6980 
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MEN’S RESIDENTIAL                MEN’S WORK RELEASE  
Fort Des Moines Probation          Fort Des Moines Work Release 
Building 68                                      Building 70 
Des Moines, IA 50315                     Des Moines, IA 50315 
(515) 242-6902/6908                      (515) 242-6956/6957 

 

ADEL 
905 Main St 
Adel, IA 50003 
(515) 993-4632 

 

CHARITON 
Chariton City Hall 
115 South Main St 
Chariton, IA 50049 
(641) 774-8112 

 

CRESTON 
219 ½ North Pine 
Creston, IA 50801 
(641) 782-8556 

 

INDIANOLA 
209 W. Salem 
Indianola, IA 50125 
(515) 961-3095 

 

KNOXVILLE 
113 South 3rd St 
Knoxville, IA 50138 
(641) 842-6002 

 

NEWTON 
Jasper Co Annex Bldg 
115 N. 2nd Ave E 
Newton, IA 50208 
(641) 792-1101 

 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  

ABOUT OUR COVER 
 

“We now have two beautiful gardens with flowers, inscribed stepping stones and benches. 
We now have a place to come, to remember, to grieve, to meet others and yes, to heal.” 

 

                                                               –Janice Wright, VIP speaker, survivor, volunteer 
 
 

The picture gracing our front cover is one of two Victim Memorial Gardens / Walking Paths, 
dedicated by the Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services on April 12, 2005 at 
a ceremony during National Crime Victim Rights Week.  This memorial pictured, is located at 
the Fifth District Department of Correctional Services, Fort Des Moines Facility, and was 
designed to remind visitors of what is important to victims/survivors in the healing of life’s 
wounds.  Engraved walking stones surround this memorial emphasizing the meaningful words 
of:  Hope, Healing, Justice, Courage, Truth, Restorative, Accountable, Remorse, Empathy, and 
Respect.  A Dove was chosen for the twelfth stone as it signifies Peace.  The sturdy benches and 
hardy native perennials signify the stability which we all strive for in our lives.  The gardens are 
intended to draw life, (both human and winged), to the changing colors through spring, summer 
and fall. The Fifth Districts’ second garden, is located at the 910/1000 Washington Ave. 
Probation/Parole Office. 
 
Planning for these memorial gardens began in the spring of 2004 with Judy Guinn, Doug 
Dillavou, Robin Tedesco, Mark Miller, Rick Daily, Carrie Schouten, LuAnn Smith and a number 
of community service workers playing instrumental parts in their development & completion.  
Dedication speakers included: Cheri Kelaher, Betty Brown and Karen Muelhaupt.  We thank 
them all.   
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* = Executive Committee Board Members 
 

Mission Statement: 
We Protect the Public, Employees, and Offenders from Victimization. 
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  Steve Shelley Adair County, Greenfield 50849 

  Linda England Adams County, Corning 50841 

*Don Reasoner Clarke County, Osceola  50213 

  Mark Hanson Dallas County, Adel  50003 

*Larry Eastin Decatur County, Leon  50144 

  Lonnie Bench Guthrie County, P.O. Box 659, Stuart, IA 50250 

  Rick Tiedje Jasper County, P.O. Box 944, Newton, IA 50208 

  Clarence Gee Lucas County, Chariton  50049 

  Joan Acela Madison County, 1001 N. 8th Ave. Winterset, IA 50273 

  Sam L. Nichols Marion County, 214 E. Main St., Knoxville, Ia.50138 

*Tom Hockensmith 3rd District Supervisor, Polk County, DSM, IA 50309 

*Royce Dredge Ringgold County, 109 W. Madison, Mt. Ayr 50854 

  J.B. French Taylor County, 2111 Rockwood Ave., Bedford 50833 

*Mike King   (Chair) Union County, 300 N. Pine, Creston, Ia.  50801 

  Marvin Grace Warren County,301 N.Buxton, Ste. 202, Indianola, IA  

50125 

*Don Greenlee Wayne County, Corydon, IA 50060 

  

*Judge Arthur Gamble Polk County Court House, Des Moines, IA  50309 

Monroe Colston 
Judicial Appointment 

4902 Cedar Drive, West Des Moines IA  50266 

Dr. James O. Wright, 
Citizen Appointment 

1166 Chautauqua Parkway, Des Moines, IA  50314 

Cheeko Camel 
Citizen Appointment 

938 Falcon Drive S.E., Altoona, IA  50009 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS   
Fifth Judicial District – Department of Correctional Services 

 

JANUARY, 2008 
(20 members) 
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ADVISORY / OTHER COMMITTEES 
 

CIRCLES OF SUPPORT - 
  
Circles of Support is a group mentoring approach with circle members offering individual support while 
holding offenders accountable.  Circles of Support seeks to reduce the risk of recidivism by engaging 
supervised offenders in the community, and creating opportunities for restoration and healing for persons 
impacted by crime.  Mentors assist offenders in the criminal justice system with the process of reentering 
society.  In addition, the mentoring program seeks to give crime victims and community members and 
opportunity to participate in the correctional system.  The Circle helps provide a healthy and supportive 
relationship between the offender and the community, and works in cooperation with correctional staff. 
 
VOLUNTEER ADVISORY COUNCIL – 
 
Current members of the Volunteer Advisory Council:  Richard Goodson, Ron Klipfel, Pat Bradshaw, Mary 
Popma, George Newhart, Kent Zimmerman.   
Fifth Judicial District Staff involved:  Sally Kreamer, Ken Smid, Lorie Woodard, LuAnn Smith 
This Council was formed to help expand the volunteer services currently being offered in the district.  The 
workgroup determined that mentoring is an important ingredient in the reentry process and continues to work 
toward expanding the District’s volunteer program.  
 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
 
 

PROGRAM / TREATMENT SERVICES OVERVIEW 
 
 
 

FIELD SERVICES 
Nancy Robinson, Assistant Director 

 
FIELD UP-DATE  
 
The number of offenders under field services supervision continues to increase.  Our re-entry initiative grew 
this last legislative session with the creation of two new positions.  Our hope is that over the next few years 
this will expand.  With a shortage of staff and the dismal economic situation, as positions become open we 
will be evaluating where it is most needed.  The Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services 
supervises 30% of the offender population in the State of Iowa.  Our staff continue to work diligently with 
offenders and use various community resources to assist with their supervision efforts. 
 
 
PRETRIAL RELEASE –  
 
The purpose of the PTR component is to release, without an actual bond, adult defendants whose stable ties 
to the community indicate that they will appear in Court when scheduled and are unlikely to re-offend.  Pre-
Trial staff interview jail detainees who have been arrested in the past 24 hours and using objective criteria, 
consider a PTR release.  Points are earned for length of residence, stable employment, family ties, and lack 
of criminal history. 
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COMMUNITY SERVICE SENTENCING –  
 
In 1978, the Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services began the first community service 
sentencing program in Iowa.  Over the last twenty-five years, the completion rate of 81% represents about 
72,000 defendants and if considered to be worth minimum wage, equals approximately 19.5 million dollars 
in non-paid work for area government and nonprofit agencies.  There are over 250 participating agencies in 
the central Iowa area benefiting from community service sentencing placements.  The approximate split is 
75% nonprofit agencies and 25% governmental agencies. 
 
RELEASE WITH SERVICES (RWS) –  
 
The RWS Program interviews and recommends release for those defendants who do not qualify for Pre-Trial 
Release and who require supervision during the pretrial period.  While on RWS, offenders are referred to 
counseling (including substance abuse treatment), vocational training, job placement and educational 
upgrading.  Specific probation units that are utilized with RWS are; Domestic, Sex Offender, Youthful 
Offender, and Mental Health.  The majority of these services are offered by community agencies.  In Polk 
County, due to the large jail population, the department employs a probation officer whose job is to select 
clients for RWS and continually review those cases, which once were rejected.  In addition, the Pre-Trial 
Release Probation Officer focuses specifically on the mentally ill and developmental disabled defendant for 
release eligibility and advises the Court on unusual delays toward adjudication. 
 
INTENSIVE PRETRIAL RELEASE –  
 
Jail inmates are reviewed by the Intensive Pretrial Release Probation Officer for possible inclusion in the 
program.  If approved for release, high-risk offenders are released to an intensive supervision officer and 
placed under surveillance.  Treatment referrals are made as well.  Electronic monitoring is also used on 
certain defendants.  This program was originally designed as a tool to cope with the Polk County Jail 
overpopulation.  However, we believe this program has a positive impact upon the state prison system as 
well.  Our experience has shown that people on intensive pretrial release are more likely to be placed on 
probation supervision rather than sentenced to prison or jail time after being supervised in this program. 
 
PRE-SENTENCE INVESTIGATION (PSI) –  
 
The PSI if a full life history of the defendant and is used to aide the judge in sentencing deliberation. The PSI 
also provides probation/parole officers, institutions and Parole Board a foundation for case plan development 
and treatment programming.  The PSI encompasses the Level of Service Inventory, revised (LSI-R), which 
evaluates offender risk and needs and the Jesness Inventory, which outlines responsivity issues and can assist 
in determining treatment needs for the offender.  The PSI unit has completed training in identification of 
such as domestic violence, gambling, substance abuse and in 2008 the unit has also completed training in 
cultural awareness / responsivity issues.   
 
PROBATION - 
 
The probation Department supervises over 5700 general offenders not on a specialized caseload.  These are 
offenders sentenced by the Court to a period of probation following their conviction of a criminal offense.  
Approximately 1400 offenders are supervised on a low risk caseload, 800 on a minimum supervision 
caseload and approximately 3500 offenders are supervised by probation officers who work with them 
regularly.  The type of offenses supervised range from simple misdemeanors to Class B Felonies.  Level of 
supervision is assessed according to an offenders risk factors utilizing such tools as the LSI-R, Jesness and 
the Iowa Risk Assessment.  Officers use a wide variety of community resources as well as internal cognitive 
restructuring groups when supervising offenders and intermediate sanctions if at all feasible, in dealing with 
violations. 
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LOW RISK PROBATION –  
 
Low Risk Probation is designed as a resource to the Court for individuals who require minimum supervision 
and are given specific conditions to comply with by the Court.  While on Low Risk Probation, the offender is 
not required to report in or meet with the probation officer on a regular basis.  Offenders are given certain 
requirements by the court to be fulfilled within a designated time frame. 
 
PAROLE –   
 
The State Board of Parole is the sole releasing authority for inmates confined to the states’ institutions.  They 
decide who is granted a parole for our department to provide supervision.  Parole agents utilize Evidence-
Based practices in supervising parolees and doing “What Works” best for each individual parolee.  Agents 
rely on tools such as the LSI-R, Jesness, and Iowa Risk in order to develop an individual Case Plan for each 
parolee.  After assessment has been completed, agents continue the work that began in the institutions to 
address the needs of the new parolee, which include housing, employment, substance abuse, mentoring and 
family reunification.  This work is now referred to as “Re-Entry” and our department has partnered with 
local community agencies to assist in the delivery of programming to ensure a parolee’s successful reentry 
back into our community.  Agents have began “reaching in” to the institutions to establish contact with 
inmates before their release assist prison counselors and Reentry Specialist with proper parole planning, 
again, to ensure a successful reentry. 
 
SEX OFFENDER PROGRAM  - 
 
Des Moines Office - The Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services’ Sex Offender 
Treatment Program (SOTP) provides supervision for approximately 150 offenders through 6 full time 
probation/parole officers (PPOs), and a probation/parole Supervisor. One PPO and Supervisor provide 
supervision for approximately 30 to 40 sex offenders residing at Fort Des Moines. Our dedicated Presentence 
Investigation (PSI) writer, Polygraph Examiner and Community Program Monitor (CPM) have been 
invaluable by enhancing this unit with their individual specialties and roles. Our evaluators have been 
prolific in the number of evaluations and reports generated in FY-2008. In FY-2008 our PSI writer 
completed approximately 112 pre-sentence investigations, while our Polygrapher completed approximately 
31 sexual history polygraphs, 61 maintenance polygraphs, and 15 specific incident polygraphs. Our 
Psychologists completed approximately 17 psychosexual/amenability for treatment evaluations and 24 penile 
plethysmograph assessments.  
 
Supervision, and therefore public safety, is further enhanced through the SOTP’s collaboration with the 
Global Positioning System Command Center staff and Warrant Team officers. Treatment services are 
provided by 1 full-time and 2 part-time Psychologists and a full time licensed Psychologist who also serves 
as the Department’s Clinical Services Manager. PPOs, CPMs, and Psychologists continue to work hand in 
hand to conduct risk and treatment evaluations, co-facilitate groups, and collaborate with a variety of 
community resources. The SOTP unit offers 12 different treatment groups, with 8 meeting occurring weekly. 
With, for example, the implementation our special needs and low risk treatment groups the SOTP unit 
continues to operate at the cutting edge in supervision techniques, evaluation methods, and treatment 
approaches consistent with SOTP best practices.  
 
Creston Office – The Department contracts with Crossroads Mental Health Center to provide sex offender 
group, individual, and family treatment. Treatment providers offer these services on a weekly basis. 
Supervision is provided by 1 dedicated PPO, while treatment is provided by 2 licensed mental health 
providers. They have proven to be a critical and valuable asset, and continue to be dedicated to the success of 
the SOTP as a whole.   
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MENTAL HEALTH – 
 
The Probation and Parole officers working in the Mental Health Unit serve individuals who have been 
diagnosed with a serious mental illness, dual diagnosis disorders such as mental health and substance abuse 
problems, mental retardation, or brain injury. These offenders typically have limited social and general 
coping skills, limited incomes, and needs for multiple support services to function outside of institutions. 
They often experience difficulty with housing, employment, meaningful personal relationships, and access to 
mental health services including medication. These offenders frequently have criminal involvement that is 
more a reflection of low functioning ability and impulsive behavior rather than entrenched criminal thinking. 
Once these offenders are in the legal system they tend to re-offend unless there are significant interventions 
in order to manage and stabilize their lives. These offenders are referred to internal programming, when 
appropriate, as well as external programming for mental health services. This unit has recently begun to 
collaborate with the local community mental health agency to offer an on-site Illness Management and 
Recovery program to assist offenders in learning to live with their mental illness. Members from this unit 
have also been participating in a committee to develop a mental health jail diversion program with the Polk 
County Sheriff’s Office and Eyerly Ball.   
 
INTENSIVE SUPERVISION PROGRAM (ISP) –  
 
ISP officers supervise high-risk offenders.  In an effort to increase public safety and reduce recidivism, close 
supervision is necessary.  The offender’s needs and risk levels are determined through the Level of Service 
Inventory, Revised (LSI-R), Jesness and the Iowa Risk Assessment Form. Once the needs are identified, the 
officer determines the appropriate intervention.  The ISP officer spends many hours supervising, monitoring, 
facilitating, and educating in an attempt to restructure the way the high-risk offenders think.   
 
The ISP officer carries a smaller caseload.  The ISP officer may supervise the offender by placing him/her on 
electronic monitoring equipment, frequent office/home visits, and telephone and field checks at their place of 
employment.  Officers hold the offender accountable by conducting random urine analysis and breathalyzer 
tests.  Field communication with treatment providers, law enforcement officers, victims, employees and 
family members provide more structure and information about the offender which enables the officer to 
assess whether services and goals are being met.  This year a Restorative Parenting Program is provided to 
ISP offenders who have a history of domestic violence and reside with children.  A high risk BEP program 
was added to provide offenders having a high level of criminality with a separate group to better address 
their thinking errors and specialized needs. 
 
DOMESTIC ABUSE –  
 
The Domestic Abuse Unit’s duties are similar to other Intensive Supervision Officers or Traditional Officers 
but focus more on collaboration with community agencies such as Children’s and Families of Iowa Domestic 
Abuse Intervention Program, The Des Moines Police Department (DART, Domestic Abuse Response 
Team), the Family Violence Center including an onsite advocate from the shelter and the County Attorney’s 
Office.  This group meets on a monthly basis via the Domestic Abuse Coordinating Counsel or DACC.   
 
In addition to collaborating with community resources, these highly trained officers understand the dynamics 
of domestic violence and the critical need to hold these offenders accountable by imposing sanctions 
immediately.  Victim’s needs as well as the offender’s needs are the focus of this caseload.  The victim focus 
is attempted even if the offender has a No Contact Order by checking on the victim’s safety either through 
house visits, phone calls or advocate contacts.  The hours of the victim liaison were extended and use of this 
liaison were expanded to include district wide services of safety planning, referrals to local service agencies 
and advocacy counseling.  She is also using a validated risk assessment with domestic violence victims to 
assess an offender’s level of risk and case planning.  Revocation of supervision is not the first response since 
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the majority of domestic abuse sentences are short.  The guiding philosophy of this unit is victim safety and 
that cannot always be achieved by incarceration if the sentences are less than two years. 
 
 
YOUTHFUL OFFENDER PROGRAM – 
 
The Youthful Offender Program was begun in collaboration with the Polk County Attorneys office, EFR, 
The Young Women’s Resource Center, The City of Des Moines Parks Department, DMACC, Americorp, 
Spectrum, Workforce Development, Urban Dreams, The Hispanic Resource Center and a number of school 
districts.   The Youthful Offender Program is offered at the Polk County Attorney’s and Fifth Judicial 
District DCS’s discretion, to qualified juveniles waived to adult court on felony charges and adult offenders, 
under the age of twenty-two, charged with a first time felony.  Offenders enter the Youthful Offender 
Program on a pre-trial status, which is determined by the Youthful Offender Staff, LSI-R and Jesness results. 
The Fifth Judicial District D.C.S. assesses, refers and monitors offenders sent to a number of community 
based substance abuse agencies. As is the case with the Intensive Supervision Drug Court Program, the goal 
is to address substance abuse problems leading to criminal behavior, with a holistic approach.  It is the belief 
of the program that criminal behavior will decrease or be eliminated when substance abuse is reduced or 
stopped, thus decreasing the need of jail/prison space. 
 
 
FUGITIVE UNIT –  
 
The Fugitive Unit was initiated in 1993 to enhance public safety by investigating and apprehending 
probation and parole violators and persons who have escaped from the department’s residential facilities.  It 
is the only uniformed unit of its type in Iowa and one of the few in the country.  All of the unit’s officers are 
Certified Law Enforcement Officers certified through the Iowa Law Enforcement Academy and carry 
firearms.  With a total of eleven officers, this unit consists of eight officers whose duties consist in the 
apprehension of fugitives, including those from other jurisdictions and agencies, surveillance of probation 
and parole defendants, continuous monitoring of the sex offender population, home placement inspections, 
and training and instruction of fellow probation and parole officers.  In addition, this unit also assists with the 
Sheriff’s S.W.A.P. (Sheriff’s Work Alternative Program).  Two Polk County Sheriff’s deputies and one Polk 
County Detention officer have been assigned to the Fugitive Unit.  The Sheriff’s Work Alternative Program 
is an effort to relieve Polk County Jail overcrowding to allow space for more serious offenders.  The unit is 
responsible for selecting Polk County Jail inmates to participate in the program by conducting rigorous 
background investigations including criminal history checks, prior employment history checks, looking at 
the nature of the current offense, and taking into consideration any mental health or substance abuse issues.  
Following the investigation, each inmate must be approved for release by the Polk County Attorney and 
sentencing judge.  Once released, the defendant is electronically monitored 24 hours a day and must pass all 
random drug and alcohol tests.  All defendants must receive prior approval from the unit to leave their 
residence, and may only leave their residence for employment purposes, counseling, meetings with probation 
or parole officers, or meetings with program staff.  All officers of this unit are under the immediate 
supervision of Sgt. Brandon Garvey, who reports to the Assistant Director.  The Fugitive Unit was involved 
in approximately 1,339 arrests during this last Fiscal year. 
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RESIDENTIAL SERVICES 
Ken Smid, Assistant Director 

 
RESIDENTIAL UP-DATE    
 
Both the Men’s and Women’s facilities were inspected by the Federal Bureau of Prisons several times during 
the year.  Two of these inspections were comprehensive inspections that are required by our contract to be 
done every 18 months.  The results of all of these inspections were excellent.  The Legislature appropriated 
$200,000 to hire a firm to help locate a site and plan for a 170 bed expansion of residential feds for men as 
well as a comprehensive review of the Districts infrastructure needs. 
 
 
MEN’S RESIDENTIAL FACILITY  -  
 
The Fifth Judicial District Men’s Residential Facility is located on the Fort Des Moines grounds on the south 
side of Des Moines.  The facility is made up of three separate units.  They are the OWI Facility, the Work 
Release Facility and the Probation Facility.  Total capacity is 267. 
 
The OWI Facility houses 67 offenders sentenced for repeat drunk driving offenses.  They average 5-6 
convictions for drunk driving.  Everyone in this unit must complete long term intensive substance abuse 
treatment.  Interventions include individual and group counseling, family involvement and aftercare sessions 
after they are released to parole.  This is one of the longest and most comprehensive treatment programs in 
the state with an average stay of about eight months.  Recent data from the Iowa Department of Corrections 
show it is one of the most successful in the state. 
 
The Work Release Facility is comprised of 100 offenders coming from prison who have things to work on 
before they are ready for parole to the community.  The main issues are usually finding a place to live and 
suitable employment, although many are in need of additional interventions to address the core areas that got 
them in prison.  These include substance abuse, anger management, mental health and cognitive restructuring 
of their thinking and problem solving.  The average stay in Work Release is about 3 months.  Also housed in 
this unit are twenty federal offenders coming out of federal prisons. 
 
The Probation Facility at the Fort holds 80 offenders sentenced by Judges in the 16 counties in our Judicial 
District as a condition of their probation.  They are generally younger offenders who need structure and 
interventions to address problem areas in an attempt to get them on the right track and keep them from going 
to prison.  This unit has seen a significant increase in sex offenders in the past year.  This is due to recent 
legislation that severely restricts where they can live.  About 35 of the 80 men on this unit are now sex 
offenders.  
 
ELECTRONIC MONITORING –  
 
The Department administers the statewide electronic monitoring program for all eight Community Based 
Corrections districts.  During this past fiscal year we have used radio frequency units, voice verification, 
global positioning satellite units and alcohol testing units. 
 
 
WOMEN’S RESIDENTIAL FACILITY – 
 
The present Women’s Facility, at 1917 Hickman, opened in late spring 1993.  A contract to provide staff, 
programming and operation of this facility was awarded through a competitive RFP to DTH Contract 
Services, Inc.  In July, 2004, staffing and operations of this facility were taken over by the Fifth Judicial 
District Department of Correctional Services staff.  It should be noted that the building itself is the property 
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of the State (General Services), and the land is leased from Broadlawns Medical Center.  The facility is a 
forty-eight bed facility housing female offenders from across the state with varied legal statuses.  The facility 
accepts residents who are sentenced as a condition of probation or parole, as a state work release resident, as 
an Operating While Intoxicated (OWI) Third Offense resident, or as a Federal pre-trial or jail transfer status 
resident.  A wing of the facility allows eight women to have up to twelve children with them while 
completing their sentence at this facility. This innovative program is unique to Iowa and offers the mother 
and child a chance to be together in a safe environment designed to enhance parenting and other life skills.  
The program has many similarities to the men’s program at Fort Des Moines with the exception being the 
use of curriculum that has shown to be effective for the female offender. 
 

SUPPORT SERVICE CENTER 

The Support Service Center's (SSC) mission is to use practices that have been empirically tested and are 
proven to reduce recidivism among offenders; otherwise known as "Evidence-Based Practices". Thus, SSC 
will employ programs and practices grounded in scientific evidence which will effectively target and impact 
offenders' criminogenic needs. SSC programming and practices will be delivered in a manner consistent 
with the risk and needs principle. The Center will target high risk offenders. Based upon valid assessments, 
SSC will provide services that match criminogenic needs and will focus on reducing criminogenic risk 
factors. SSC will also provide programming consistent with the responsivity principle. An Offender's 
individual characteristics such as temperament, learning style, stage of change and gender will be taken into 
consideration in order to engage and sustain participation.  

Effective programming that targets criminogenic needs (such as cognitive-behavioral interventions) has been 
proven to reduce recidivism and future victimization. Research indicates that resources focused on high-risk 
rather than low-risk offenders are much more effective. Placement of offenders in inappropriate groups is 
known to be ineffective. Just as problematic, over-intervention with a low risk offender can produce un-
intended negative results.  

In order to be consistent with the risk principle, SSC will prioritize offenders from the treatment waiting lists 
based on risk, needs, completion of pre-treatment (Getting Ready), eligibility date and discharge date. 
Targeting our resources to high-risk offenders promotes greater risk reduction thus improving public safety 
in support of Correction's Mission: "Protect the Public, protect the staff and protect the offender".  

EVIDENCE BASED PRACTICES (EBP) QUALITY IMPROVEMENT PLAN SCORE CARD 
 
Iowa Department of Corrections conducted a statewide audit of programs and interventions assessing for 
compliance of with 12 evidenced based practiced critical elements.  SMART Day Program, OWI program 
and Drug Court all ranked excellent.  Batter’s Education Program, Thinking for a Change, CALM, Moving 
On, Youthful Offender Program, Job Club and Getting Ready all scored as needing improvement. 
 
Our district’s top strengths are: 

1) Validated risk assessments that identifies criminogenic needs 
2) Addresses the LSI-R criminogenic needs 
3) Documented specific motivational techniques utilized 
4) Flexibility in staff assigned treatment types in relation to personality, skill level and interest 
5) Documentation of internal performance review or collection of evaluation data 
6) Documentation of EBP, motivational interviewing or program specific skills where program 

supervisor has been trained. 
 
Our districts deficits are: 
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1) Lack documentation of and external evaluation on many of our programs and interventions 
2) Lack required aftercare build into our programs 
3) Lack examples of how lasting community support and connections are established. 

 
In our action plan for quality improvement we are working on a plan to improve these deficits.  Starting July 
1, 2008 we are making cognitive aftercare a requirement for all clients who complete a primary cognitive 
program.  We are also attempting improve our efforts to establish lasting community connections by a 
volunteer advisory board and a larger volunteer base to help with mentors and Circles of Support.  As for the 
documentation of an external evaluation, this is a large budget issue.  We have made a commitment to build 
in the cost of an external evaluation arm into any new programs or initiatives. 
 
The state will schedule a follow up meeting with all districts and institutions to review progress on 
our EBP quality improvement plans. 

INTERVENTIONS 

Getting Ready 
Class Description 

Getting Ready acts as a bridge for those offenders awaiting placement in one of our primary cognitive 
restructuring groups.  It is a motivational enhancement program based on the stages of change.  It employs 
motivational interviewing concepts and is designed to invite the offender to move from pre-contemplation to 
preparation 

Gender:  Males  
Length:  10 Sessions  
Group Format: Open 
Group Size:   15-20 
Criteria - all of the following must be met: 

• Must be on the waiting list for CALM or Thinking for a Change. 
• Must meet the criteria for CALM or Thinking for a Change (Refer to specific class descriptions for 

criteria) 

PO's Role 

• Assure that offender meets admission Criteria.  
• Contact the facilitator prior to entering them into Getting Ready to assure there is room in the group. 

The facilitator will give you a target start date.  

DAY AND TIME LOCATION FACILITATOR PHONE NUMBER 

Monday PM Fort Des Moines Dan Smith 242-6993 

Wednesday PM 910 Washington Dusty Shannon 242-6645 

Thursday AM 1000 Washington Enrique Orrante 242-6479 

• Enter the offender into the intervention in ICON. This includes attaching needs, entering the offender 
eligibility date, selecting the desired class and entering a start date (if there is room in the class)  

• Use motivational interviewing skills to prepare offender for placement.  
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• Assure that barriers such as transportation, employment and schedule conflicts are addressed prior to 
placement.  

• Communicate any excused absences, jail placement or any other significant information to the 
facilitator.  

• Review with the offender what he/she is learning in group and reinforce those new skills.  

Facilitator's Role 

• Notify PO’s in a timely fashion of offender attendance or lack of attendance, participation, group 
completion and any other significant issues.  

• Enter individual session notes in ICON.  

CALM (Controlling Anger and Learning to Manage It)  
Class Description 

Calm is a 24 session cognitive restructuring group. Participants identify and work on changing thoughts and 
beliefs that cause negative emotions that result in hurtful, illegal and sometimes violent acts.  CALM teaches 
participants self-monitoring and self-control skills that allow them to reduce the intensity, frequency and 
duration of their anger as well as other negative emotions that may lead to criminal activity.  

Gender:  Males  
Length:  24 Sessions  
Group Format: Closed 
Group Size:   15 
 
Criteria - all of the following must be met: 

• LSI-R scores of 24 or higher.  
• LSI indicates criminal attitudes, orientation or beliefs as a criminogenic need.  
• English speaking. 
• Offenders with a mental health diagnosis must be stable and taking medication if so prescribed.  
• Must NOT be actively using alcohol or drugs  
• Minimum of 6 months remaining on paper at the time the group is initiated.  

Other Indicators to Prompt CALM Referral: 

• History of assaults, aggressive behavior or institutional misconducts.  
• Uses aggressive power in the family, at work or with others.  
• Belief that anger or toughness is necessary to solve problems.  
• Other negative emotions have led to unproductive behaviors. 
• Jesness t-scores of 65 or above in Social Maladjustment, Values Orientation, Alienation or Asocial 

Index. Manifest Aggression t- score of 65 and above or 35 and below. 

Cases that require further review by the SSC Department: 

• LSI-R score of 24 or below with other indicators 
• Reading level 6th grade or under.  
• Domestic abuse cases shall complete BEP prior to CALM placement.  CALM is not intended to be 

used as a replacement for BEP.  
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PO's Role 

• Assure that offender meets admission Criteria.  
• Enter offender into the intervention with eligibility date (date of referral) and identified needs 

attached.  
• Use motivational interviewing skills to prepare offender for placement.  
• Assure that barriers such as transportation, employment and schedule conflicts are addressed prior to 

placement.  
• Communicate any excused absences, jail placement or any other significant information to the 

facilitator.  
• Review with the offender what he/she is learning in group and reinforce those new skills.  

Facilitator's Role 

• Once the offender has been selected to start the group, the facilitator will enter a start date in ICON 
and attach the offender to a designated class.  

• Notify PO’s in a timely fashion of offender attendance or lack of attendance, participation, group 
completion and any other significant issues.  

• Enter individual session notes in ICON.  

Thinking For a Change (TFC)  
Class Description 

Thinking For a Change is a 24 session cognitive restructuring group.  It is embellished by cognitive skills, 
cognitive restructuring, problem solving and social skills. The group takes an objective and systematic 
approach to identifying thinking, beliefs, attitudes and values.  

Gender:  Males  
Length:  24 Sessions  
Group Format: Closed 
Group Size:   15 
Criteria - all of the following must be met: 

• LSI-R score is 24 to 30.  If LSI-R is higher than 30, consider offender for CALM placement. 
• LSI indicates criminal attitudes, orientation or beliefs as a criminogenic need.  
• Low levels of pro-social problem solving skills.  
• English speaking.  
• Offenders with a mental health diagnosis must be stable and taking medication if so prescribed.  
• Must NOT be actively using alcohol or drugs  
• 6 months remaining on paper at the time the group is initiated.  

Other Indicators to Prompt TFC Referral: 

• Jesness immaturity t-score of 60 or higher.  
• Jesness t-score is 65 or higher in both the Social Maladjustment and Asocial Index.  

Cases that require further review by the SSC Department:  

• LSI-R score of 24 or below with other indicators. 
• LSI-R score higher than 30.  
• Reading level 3rd grade or under.  
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PO's Role 

• Assure that offender meets admission Criteria.  
• Enter offender into the intervention with eligibility date (date of referral) and identified needs 

attached.  
• Use motivational interviewing skills to prepare offender for placement.  
• Assure that barriers such as transportation, employment and schedule conflicts are addressed prior to 

placement.  
• Communicate any excused absences, jail placement or any other significant information to the 

facilitator.  
• Review with the offender what he/she is learning in group and reinforce those new skills.  

Facilitator's Role 

• Once the offender has been selected to start the group, the facilitator will enter a start date in ICON 
and attach the offender to a designated class.  

• Notify PO’s in a timely fashion of offender attendance or lack of attendance, participation, group 
completion and any other significant issues.  

• Enter individual session notes in ICON.  

Moving On  
Class Description 

Moving On is a cognitive group designed for female offenders.  It addresses strengths, skills, emotions, negative self-
talk, decision making, problem solving, family relationships, parenting, unhealthy relationships, assertiveness and 
stress management. This group will also provide women with the opportunity to identify, secure and mobilize a range 
of resources that are needed to live, play, and work in a healthy way in the community.  

Gender:  Females  
Length:  24 Sessions  
Group Format: Closed 
Group Size:   15 
 
Criteria - all of the following must be met: 

• LSI-R score of 24 or higher 
• LSI-R indicates criminal attitudes, orientation or beliefs as a criminogenic need.  
• English speaking 
• Offenders with a mental health diagnosis must be stable and taking medication if so prescribed.  
• Must NOT be actively using alcohol or drugs  
• Minimum of 6 months remaining on paper at the time the group is initiated.  

Other Indicators to Prompt Moving On Referral: 

• Need help with emotions, social skills, empowerment or problem solving.  
• Negative emotions have led to unproductive behaviors. 
• Relationship issues.  
• Lack of pro-social support system.  
• Jesness immaturity t-score of 60 or higher.  

Cases that require further review by the SSC Department: 

• LSI-R score lower than 24 with other indicators 
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• Less than a 6th grade reading level.  
• Survivors of childhood abuse, rape, battering or other forms of interpersonal violence may be more appropriate 

for Beyond Trauma prior to consideration for Moving On. 

PO's Role 

• Assure that offender meets admission Criteria.  
• Enter offender into the intervention with eligibility date (date of referral) and identified needs attached.  
• Use motivational interviewing skills to prepare offender for placement.  
• Assure that barriers such as transportation, employment and schedule conflicts are addressed prior to 

placement.  
• Communicate any excused absences, jail placement or any other significant information to the facilitator.  
• Review with the offender what he/she is learning in group and reinforce those new skills.  

Facilitator's Role 

• Once the offender has been selected to start the group, the facilitator will enter a start date in ICON and attach 
the offender to a designated class.  

• Notify PO’s in a timely fashion of offender attendance or lack of attendance, participation, group completion 
and any other significant issues.  

• Enter individual session notes in ICON. 

 

BEYOND TRAUMA: A Healing Journey for Women 

Class Description 

Beyond Trauma is an 11 session, gender responsive group intended to help women recover from the impact 
of trauma in their lives.  It is strength based and seeks to empower women and increase their sense of self 
and the skills they need for healing.  It also focuses on emotional development, dealing with the expression 
and containment of feelings.  The curriculum uses psycho educational and cognitive-behavioral techniques, 
expressive arts and relational therapy.   
Gender:  Females  
Length:  11 Sessions  
Group Format: Closed 
Group Size:   10 
Criteria - all of the following must be met: 

• Must be a survivor of childhood abuse, rape, battering or other forms of interpersonal violence. 
• Offenders with a mental health diagnosis must be stable and taking medication if so prescribed.  
• Must NOT be actively using alcohol or drugs.  
• Minimum of 3 months remaining on paper at the time the group is initiated.  
• English speaking.  
 

Other Indicators to Prompt Beyond Trauma Referral: 

• LSI indicates emotional/personal and alcohol/drugs and criminogenic needs. 

• Need help with emotions, social skills, empowerment or problem solving.  
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Cases that require further review by the SSC Department: 

• Recent victimization may require an outside referral.  Beyond Trauma is not intended to replace Polk 
County Crisis and Advocacy Services or individual therapy. 

• Less than a 6th grade reading level.  

PO's Role 

• Assure that offender meets admission Criteria.  
• Enter offender into the intervention with eligibility date (date of referral) and identified needs 

attached.  
• Use motivational interviewing skills to prepare offender for placement.  
• Assure that barriers such as transportation, employment and schedule conflicts are addressed prior to 

placement.  
• Communicate any excused absences, jail placement or any other significant information to the 

facilitator.  
• Review with the offender what he/she is learning in group and reinforce those new skills.  

Facilitator's Role 

• Once the offender has been selected to start the group, the facilitator will enter a start date in ICON 
and attach the offender to a designated class.  

• Notify PO’s in a timely fashion of offender attendance or lack of attendance, participation, group 
completion and any other significant issues.  

• Enter individual session notes in ICON.  

Victim Impact (VIP) 
Class Description 

The Victim Impact Class was designed to help offenders accept responsibility for past criminal actions, 
understand the impact of crime on victims, and contribute to their communities in a way that will prevent 
future victimization. The curriculum that is used was developed by the Mothers Against Drunk Driving 
(MADD) and the California Youth Authority (CYA). The curriculum is nationally recognized and covers 
topics ranging from Property Crime to Homicide. The heart of the class is based on the victim panels. The 
victim's shared experience makes the academic portion of the class come to life. The goal is for the clients to 
grasp the concept that crimes are committed against real people and that a victim's life may be forever 
changed. 

Gender:  Males  
Length:  12 to 14 Sessions  
Group Format: Closed 
Group Size:   15 to 20 
 
Criteria - all of the following must be met: 

• Must have completed a primary cognitive program.  
• LSI-R score of 24 or higher.  
• Jesness t-score of 40 or lower in Social Anxiety.  
• English speaking.  
• Offenders with a mental health diagnosis must be stable and taking medication if so prescribed.  
• Must NOT be actively using alcohol or drugs.  
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• Minimum of 4 months on paper at the time the group is initiated.  
• Lack of ownership or sensitivity of the harm created by their offense.  

Cases that require further review by the SSC Department: 

• LSI-R score under 24 or higher than 36 
• Jesness t-score is 65 or higher in both the Social Maladjustment and Asocial Index.  
• Past sex offenses.  
• Unresolved trauma due to past personal victimization.  

PO's Role 

• Assure that offender meets admission Criteria.  
• Enter offender into the intervention with eligibility date (date of referral) and identified needs 

attached.  
• Use motivational interviewing skills to prepare offender for placement.  
• Assure that barriers such as transportation, employment and schedule conflicts are addressed prior to 

placement.  
• Communicate any excused absences, jail placement or any other significant information to the 

facilitator.  
• Review with the offender what he/she is learning in group and reinforce those new skills.  

Facilitator's Role 

• Once the offender has been selected to start the group, the facilitator will enter a start date in ICON 
and attach the offender to a designated class.  

• Notify PO’s in a timely fashion of offender attendance or lack of attendance, participation, group 
completion and any other significant issues.  

• Enter individual session notes in ICON.  

OWI VICTIM IMPACT CLASS  
Class Description 

This group is for OWI offenders only. The Victim Impact Class was designed to help offenders accept 
responsibility for past criminal actions, understand the impact of crime on victims, and contribute to their 
communities in a way that will prevent future victimization. The program was adapted from the nationally 
recognized curriculum developed by Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD) in partnership with the 
California Youth Authority (CYA). The curriculum is. The heart of the class is based on the victim panels. 
The victims shared experience makes the academic portion of the class come to life. The goal is for the 
clients to grasp the concept that crimes are committed against real people and that a victim's life may be 
forever changed. 

Gender:  Males  
Length:  6 Sessions  
Group Format: Closed 
Group Size:   15 to 20 
 
Criteria - all of the following must be met:  

• LSI-R score of 24 or higher.  
• Jesness t-score of 40 or lower in Social Anxiety.  
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• English speaking.  
• Offenders with a mental health diagnosis must be stable and taking medication if so prescribed.  
• Must NOT be actively using alcohol or drugs.  
• Lack of ownership or sensitivity of the harm created by their offense.  

• Minimum of six weeks remaining under supervision at the time the group is initiated.  

Cases that require further review by the SSC Department: 

• Clients with prior or current charges other than OWI  
• LSI-R score under 24 or higher than 36.  
• Jesness t-score is 65 or higher in both the Social Maladjustment and Asocial Index.  
• Past sex offenses.  
• Unresolved trauma due to past personal victimization.  

. PO's Role 

• Assure that offender meets admission Criteria.  

• Enter offender into the intervention with eligibility date (date of referral) and identified needs 
attached.  

• Use motivational interviewing skills to prepare offender for placement.  
• Assure that barriers such as transportation, employment and schedule conflicts are addressed prior to 

placement.  
• Communicate any excused absences, jail placement or any other significant information to the 

facilitator.  
• Review with the offender what he/she is learning in group and reinforce those new skills.  

Facilitator's Role 

• Once the offender has been selected to start the group, the facilitator will enter a start date in ICON 
and attach the offender to a designated class.  

• Notify PO’s in a timely fashion of offender attendance or lack of attendance, participation, group 
completion and any other significant issues.  

• Enter individual session notes in ICON.  

COGNITIVE AFTERCARE 
Class Description 

• Aftercare is required for all clients, both male and female, who have completed a primary cognitive-
behavioral program.  Aftercare is designed to reinforce skills learned in primary cognitive-behavioral 
programs to help reduce the chances of drifting back to old thinking and behaviors.  It may also be 
used for those clients who have completed aftercare but are in need of a "booster" due to a recent set 
back in thinking or behavior.  

• The Violator Aftercare Program has separate criteria and description: see Violator Program 
information. 

Gender:  Male and Female Gender Specific Groups 
Length:  Minimum of 12 sessions meeting twice per month (6 month program) 
Group Format: Open 
Group Size:   15 to 20 
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Criteria - all of the following must be met: 

• Previous completion of a primary cognitive-behavioral program, i.e. Thinking For a Change, CALM, 
Criminal Conduct and Substance Abuse, Criminal Thinking. Moving On or any other recognized 
cognitive behavioral programs.  

o The following are some of the interventions that are NOT considered to be cognitive-
behavioral: Beyond Trauma, Choices, Crime and Self Change, Diversity, Gambling, General 
Anger Management, General Substance Abuse Treatment, Institution Orientation, Life Skills, 
Re-Entry, Reach One Teach One, Victim Impact. 

o  Please consult with a Support Service Center Supervisor with pre-screening questions. 
• English speaking.  
• Clients with a mental health diagnosis must be stable and taking medication if so prescribed.  
• Must NOT be actively using alcohol or drugs  

Cases that require further review by the SSC Department: 

• Client who is unable to comprehend basic cognitive concepts may be referred back to a primary 
cognitive program.  

PO's Role for New Parolee’s  

• Assure that offender meets admission Criteria.  
• Contact the facilitator prior to entering them into Cognitive Aftercare to assure appropriateness of 

referral and obtain a target start date.  

DAY AND TIME LOCATION FACILITATOR PHONE NUMBER 

1st and 3rd Tuesday 

(Males) 

5:00 pm to 6:30pm 

1000 Washington Elaine Bales 249-6659 

1st and 3rd Tuesday 

(Males) 

8:00 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. 

Fort Des Moines Dan Smith 242-6993 

1st and 3rd Wednesday 

(Males) 

9:00am to 10:30am 

1000 Washington Rachel Schoenthal 242-6992 

• Enter the offender into the intervention in ICON. This includes attaching needs, entering the offender 
eligibility date, selecting the desired class and entering a start date (if there is room in the class)  

• Use motivational interviewing skills to prepare offender for placement.  
• Assure that barriers such as transportation, employment and schedule conflicts are addressed prior to 

placement.  
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• Communicate any excused absences, jail placement or any other significant information to the 
facilitator.  

• Review with the offender what he/she is learning in group and reinforce those new skills.  

Facilitator’s Role for New Parolee’s 

• Screen for eligibility and provide target start to PO 

• If a client is deemed ineligible based on the criteria, the facilitator will provide a reason for denial as 
well as provide some possible alternative placement recommendations.  

• Notify PO’s in a timely fashion of offender attendance or lack of attendance, participation, group 
completion and any other significant issues.  

• Enter individual session notes in ICON.  

PO's Role for Clients Currently Participating in 5th District Cognitive Programming 

• No ICON work necessary.  The facilitator will enter into aftercare upon completion of the primary 
group. 

• Use Motivational Interviewing Skills to prepare client for placement.  

• Assure that barriers such as transportation, employment and schedule conflicts are addressed prior to 
placement.  

• Communicate any absences, jail placement, or any other significant information to the facilitator.  
• Review with the client what he/she is learning in group and reinforce those skills.  

Facilitator's Role 

• Enter a start date in ICON and attach the client to a designated group. 
• Notify PO’s in a timely fashion of offender attendance or lack of attendance, participation, group 

completion and any other significant issues.  
• Enter individual session notes in ICON.  

Violator Aftercare Program  
Class Description 

The Violator Aftercare Program is designed to reinforce cognitive concepts and life skills learned in the 
Violator Program. The class teaches decision making and problem solving skills. It is designed to assist 
clients with establishing goals, obtaining skills in areas of time management, interpersonal relationships, job 
readiness and self improvement. 

Gender:  Male and Female Gender Specific Groups 
Length:  Minimum of 12 sessions meeting once per week 
Group Format: Open 
Group Size:   15 to 20 
 
Criteria 

• Clients who have successfully completed the Violator Program.  
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Class Schedule 

• Female group: Wednesdays 8:00 - 9:30 am at 910 Washington room 215  
• Male group: Tuesday 5:00-6:30pm at Fort Des Moines Facility. Building 65/66 downstairs in room 

B05  

PO's Role 

• Enter offenders into the Intervention with eligibility date and identified needs attached.  
• Use Motivational Interviewing Skills to prepare offender for placement.  
• Assure that barriers such as transportation, employment and schedule conflicts are addressed prior to 

placement.  
• Assure that offender meets admission Criteria.  
• Communicate any excused absences, jail placement, or any other significant information to the 

facilitator.  
• Review with the offender what he/she is learning in group and to reinforce those new skills.  

Facilitator's Role 

• Provide handouts to assist POs in how to reinforce the new skills introduced in groups.  
• Enter individual session notes in ICON Interventions that include session topic and description, 

offender progress and a plan for ongoing change.  
• Keep POs informed of client participation, attendance and completion of the class in ICON.  
• Notify POs in a timely fashion of offender attendance or lack of attendance and any other significant 

issues.  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
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STAFF / OFFENDER COMMUNITY SERVICE 
 
FORT COMMUNITY SERVICE ACTIVITY DATES - 
 
July 28, 2007   = Children’s Forest again in Ewing Park off Indianola Road.   
September 7, 8 & 9, 2007 = Latino Heritage Festival,  22 White House clean-up, 22 & 23 Soap Box Derby,  
October 1, 2007 = Park Avenue Presbyterian church Rummage sale & 4th tear down for Park Avenue  

     Presbyterian Church 
December 1. 2007 = The YMCA on Army Post Road at 6:45am with 8 clients for the Jingle Jangle Race. 
  
January 18 & 20, 2008  =  7 Flags Fitness Center for Chows Rising Star Invitational.  
April 4 & 5, 2008 =  Golden Gloves,    

- 19 = Scrub Day, 1801 Bell Ave.  
- 19 = Soapbox Derby Rookie race  
- 26th & 27th =  Soapbox Derby, Rally, 26th Park Avenue Presbyterian church  

May 3, 2008  = Park Ave Presbyterian church   
17th = Scrub day, 39th & Grand 
17th =  Asian Heritage Festival 
31st = Rally - Soapbox Derby 

June 1, 2008 = Rally Soapbox Derby 
- 13th = Regional Gymnastic Nationals  at Vets Auditorium 
- 14th = Norwalk Soapbox Derby 
- 14th = Scrub day at Southridge Mall 
- 15th = Local Consolation Race Soapbox Derby 
- 21 & 22 = BMX Bike Races 
- 21 = Whitehouse garage sale set up 
- 28th = Whitehouse garage sale set up 
- 28 = BMX Bike track 
- 29th = Summer Jam & Big Country Bash clean up 

 
WOMEN’S FACILITY COMMUNITY SERVICE (Fiscal Year ’07-’08) 
 
For many years the Women’s Facility has worked at Thomas Mitchell Park through the county Adopt-A-
Park Program.  The women typically go there once a month and clean the park, paint park benches, 
spreading wood chips, cut wood, etc….  This year the women also worked with a volunteer to assemble 
Christmas stockings for foster children.  They made the stocking and cross stitched a design on each 
stocking.  The total number of documented hours is 41. 
 

July 2007:        3 hours at Thomas Mitchell Park; 4.5 on the stocking project 
August:            3 hours at Thomas Mitchell Park; 4.5 on the stocking project 
September:      5 hours on the stocking project 
October:           3 hours at Thomas Mitchell Park 
November:       None 
December:        None 
January 2008:   3 hours at Thomas Mitchell Park; 3 hours shredding files at PO department 
February:          3 hours at Thomas Mitchell Park 
March:              3 hours at Thomas Mitchell Park 
April:                None 
May:                 3 hours at Thomas Mitchell Park 
June:                 3 hours at Thomas Mitchell Park 
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FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

FY 2008 ANNUAL REPORT –    

         Revenues by Source 
 
 
 
 
 

General Fund Appropriation $18,401,003 
HITT Appropriation        355,692 

Local Funds     4,385,662 
Interest income         159,281 

Miscellaneous Income           28,942 
Carry forward from FY07     1,184,005 

  
Total Revenues $24,647,835 

 
 
 

FIELD SERVICES PROGRAM AVERAGE COST 
Pretrial Interview $  26.75           Per interview 

Pre-sentence Investigation $407.34           Per P.S.I. 
Pretrial RWS $    3.10           Per Day 

Low Risk Program $      .44           Per Day 
Probation / Parole Supervision $    3.23           Per Day 

Drug Court  $   20.08          Per Day 
Sex Offender $   22.96          Per Day 

Intensive Supervision   $   17.26          Per Day 
Residential   $   57.06          Per Day 

 
 

Restitution Paid Under Supervision* 
7/1/2007 6/30/2008 

For Offenders Closing Supervision During: 
 

    Region              Amount Paid Calc 
  

First Judicial District $362,374.42 
Second Judicial District $576,922.66 

Third Judicial District $333,423.48 
Fourth Judicial District $169,907.23 
Fifth Judicial District $960,846.82 
Sixth Judicial District $639,830.10 

Seventh Judicial District $171,188.86 
Eighth Judicial District $251,747.51 

                                                   Sum: $3,466,241.08  
         
                              *Includes Victim Restitution Only 
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STATISTICS 
 
 

Data Warehouse Abbreviation Definitions 
 
 
AAS Active At Start (7/1/2007) 
New Admits Cases that were added during the fiscal year (7/1/2007 — 6/30/2008) 
Closures -• Cases closed during fiscal year (7/1/2007— 6/30/2008) 
AAE Active At End (6/30/2008) 
Offenders Served AAS + New Admits Number of Offenders Served during Fiscal Year 
Race/Ethnicity 
W — NH White Non Hispanic 
B — NH - Black Non Hispanic 
Al/AN — NH — Alaska Native or American Indian Non Hispanic 
A/P1 — NH —Asian or Pacific Islander — Non Hispanic 
Unk — NH Unknown Non Hispanic 
W—NH White Hispanic 
B — NH - Black Hispanic 
Al/AN — NH Alaska Native or American Indian — Hispanic 
A/PT — NH —Asian or Pacific islander Hispanic 
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FACILITY AVERAGE DAILY POPULATION 

 
5th Judicial District DMF (Women’s Facility) 128.01 
5th Judicial District DMO (OWI)   68.17 
5th Judicial District DMW (Work Release)   57.93 
5th Judicial District FDMMRF (Fort Residential)   85.81 
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SPECIAL EVENTS 
 
 
INTENSIVE SUPERVISION DRUG COURT PROGRAM  
 
The Intensive Supervision Court Program (Drug Court) was started in August 1996, as a pilot program in the 
Fifth Judicial District, Polk County, through a Governor’s Alliance on Substance Abuse grant (now the 
Office of Drug Control Policy.)  The goal is to address substance abuse problems leading to criminal 
behavior, with a holistic approach.  It is the belief of the program that criminal behavior will be decreased or 
eliminated when substance abuse is reduced or stopped, thus decreasing the need for jail/prison space.  This 
past year we had our largest number of graduates at a single graduation (13) and had a success rate of 76%. 
 
 
 
OWI RECOVERY PICNIC 
 
The annual OWI Celebrating Recovery Picnic is held the 3rd Wednesday evening of September in the Blank 
Park Shelter area just West of the OWI Facility at Fort Des Moines.  This picnic is for current clients, 
aftercare clients and alumni from both the men’s and women’s facility; their families; volunteers, mentors 
and sponsors from the community, without whom we would be unable to accomplish the treatment and 
support necessary for our clients to have a chance to turn their lives around; and for the treatment staff to be 
reminded that what we do daily has the potential for profound change in the safety of our community.  The 
number of attendees grows every year and we expect 350 plus this year.  Several couples from Family Group 
volunteer to lead games for the children and there are always enough little prizes that every child who 
attends the picnic is able to have their name drawn and collect a prize.  The Treatment Staff experiences a 
profound sense of gratitude for the opportunity our clients have been given to attend this treatment program.  
No one observing would eve know that the group assembled has broken many laws of society in their past.  
We laugh and experience great joy because we know the life story of those who attend and the profound 
changes these men and women have made as the result of their involvement with the OWI Program. 
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TRAINING REPORT 
 

 

Training courses held this fiscal year 
 

Trainings held at individual worksites consist of:  
 

Safety Training Court Forms 
ICON Firearms 

Jesness Telephone System 
Fee Training Mental Health 

 
 
Mandatory Trainings held this year: 
 

Blood borne pathogens/right to know Sexual harassment 
Cultural Diversity Mandatory Reporting 

PREA Suicide 
 

 
Non-Mandatory Trainings offered to all staff:  
 

Caseload Research/Logic Model Mental Health Issues 
Scram Training Effectively Managing A Multi-Generational    

Workforce 
Introduction to Mental Health Basic Computer 

Basic Windows Basic Powerpoint 
Basic Excel Basic Internet Skills 

Basic Microsoft Outlook MI 3 day 
MI Booster Case Audit 

Psychopathy 40 hours of Training of Trainers 
 
 
 
Statewide trainings offered: 
 

• 3 (40) hour Statewide New Employee Orientation sessions were held in October 2007, 
February 2008, and June 2008.  A Statewide Pre-Service was held March 2008.   

 
 14 students attended the October class, 10 of the 14 were 5th District Employees.  
 17 students attended the February class, 13 of the 17 were 5th District Employees. 
 20 students attended the June class, 11 of the 20 were 5th District Employees. 
 15 students attended the March Pre-Service class, 7 of the 15 were 5th District 

Employees. 
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EMPLOYEE APPRECIATION DAY 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The week of July 14 – 18, 2008 was officially proclaimed Community-Based Corrections Probation/Parole 
Officers and Staff Appreciation Week by the Honorable Chet Culver, Governor of Iowa.  To celebrate this 
week and show appreciation to our hard working staff, special activities were planned throughout that 
entire week.  On Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, names of Parole/Probation Officers only, were 
randomly drawn each day, to receive gift certificates or prizes donated by members of our management and 
line staff.  Wednesday of that same week marked our Staff Appreciation Day, which consisted of a BBQ 
luncheon, followed by team building activities that afternoon. 

Months of planning and hard work went into this years festivities, and the candy stripped tent and the table 
filled with colorful prize packages painted a festive picture for everyone as they arrived. Anticipation began 
to build as grills were fired up - - but when that delicious "sizzle" and aroma filled the air and the first 
burgers were placed over the hot coals, appetites started to peek.  Staff and guests began to stream in, and it 
was good to hear the relaxed laughter and watch everyone enjoying some much deserved "down time".  

Plates were filled, favorite desserts were selected, and everyone found a shady spot to set.  Those present 
were warmly welcomed to the activities that day by Director Sally Kreamer.  Sally introduced members of 
our Board of Directors who were present, staff from Central Office, honored guests and our valued 
volunteers.  Director Kreamer was then presented with an official Proclamation from the office of 
Governor Chet Culver, by representative, Syata Glanton. A motivational speech given by honored guest 
and former Mayor, Preston Daniels was enjoyed by all.  Executive Team members were introduced and 
kept busy with various parts of the ceremony all the while helping out with cooking and whatever else 
needed to be done.  Division Manager, Neil Wheeler graciously read an inspirational speech written by 
Marilyn Shanks, which made reference to three tragic incidents involving various Fifth District employees, 
with the emphasis being placed on how these unfortunate tragedies can and have pulled staff closer 
together as a unit and made us stronger. 

Assistant Director Ken Smid and Director Kreamer kicked off the drawing portion of the day, by randomly 
drawing the names of employees and volunteers alike, presenting them with gifts selected from a table full 
of prizes and certificates.   

At the closing of our drawing segment, Peggy Urtz and the Wellness Committee took the reins and guided 
staff toward the team game area. Prior to arriving, staff had formed teams consisting of 6-8 people. All 
groups were to pick a team name, and compete in various team activities throughout the afternoon, with 
their eye on the team trophy to be presented to the group scoring the highest number of "victories".  There 
were a variety of games, and while many teams used the "laid back" approach arriving in normal summer 
attire, other teams were in it for the win, dressed like competitive warriors. Some shirts proudly supported a 
team logo, while other teams were in full camouflage or bright competitive colors.  All afternoon, laughter, 
screams, and shouts of encouragement could be heard from afar as staff challenged each others skills, 
carrying an egg in a spoon, working long forgotten muscles in a strenuous Hula Hoop contest, or 
competing with fellow co-workers in a challenging Ladder Ball game.  Several management volunteered to 
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“take the plunge” in a dunk tank kindly supplied by Marty and Kim Smith through the Ankeny Fire 
Department, and created excitement for those gathered around, whether throwing the ball or witnessing the 
results. Many ‘tank volunteers’ tensely perched on that bar above the water, with evasive tactics in mind to 
avoid getting wet.  Unfortunately, most didn’t work. Overall, our entire day was a huge success. The 
weather was awesome as overcast skies shaded the day with temps in the mid ‘80’s.  Even the few 
sprinkles that briefly fell could not dampen our spirits, but served as a pleasant "cool down".   

Many were involved in all that was done, and it served as a much needed break for our hard working staff.  
We thank the members of the Staff Appreciation Committee guided by Marilyn Shanks, the Wellness 
Committee guided by Peggy Urtz, our Executive Team for their encouragement and guidance, and all 
management staff for jumping in whenever and wherever needed throughout the entire week, especially on 
Staff Appreciation Day.  To all who gave so generously by donating gifts or giving of themselves in 
various helpful and hard working ways, we give our total appreciation.  It was very rewarding to hear and 
read so many words of thanks and praise from grateful staff, who appreciated all of our hard work.  Please 
know that the part you played in the creation and completion of this week was greatly appreciated, and it 
could not have been done without you.  Good job!! 

 
 

 
 
 

Oh, and we couldn’t end without saying CONGRATULATIONS to the 
winning team of "Five O", better known as our Warrant Team. They 
proudly have possession of the winning trophy and say they look forward 
to being challenged next year.  

We are glad that you enjoyed the win, YOU EARNED IT! 
We are grateful that so many were able to participate,  

and we look forward to next year. 
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ACTION PLAN 
 

DISPROPORTIONATE MINORITIES PROGRESS AND GAPS 
 
Immediate changes we have made: 
 
Heighten Awareness: 

• First and foremost, we have placed disproportionate minority impact at the forefront of our minds and 
on our radar screen.  It is something we are observing and watching and always looking for issues as 
well as ways to improve.   

 
Training efforts: 

• We require yearly Cultural Diversity training for all staff  
• All supervisors are required to attend a special diversity training for supervisors 

 
Hiring Practices: 

• Improving our recruitment efforts by sending out a wide recruitment radius and more targeted 
recruitment 

• Being able to build rapport/relationships with clients is one of the most effective skills that produce 
good outcomes with clients.  Therefore, we have started hiring for attitudes and attributes that are 
effective in working with and building rapport with clients; not just hiring for enforcement of the 
rules. 

 
Programming: 

• Offering culturally specific programming for African American males 
• OWI unit is developing a recovery support system/mentors of African American men for the African 

American men in the OWI program 
 

Community Outreach: 
• Developing a Diversity advisory board-(in the process) 
• OWI counselor Kwame Smith is attending all the disparity meetings to keep up on information 
• Robert Tyson of the Iowa Accountability Project is working with faith community to look at 

domestic violence and programming issues 
 

Sentencing and Report of Violation Recommendations: 
• PO supervisors are paying closer attention to PSI recommendations to determine fairness and equity 

in recommendations- is incarceration the best option or can the offender be safely supervised in the 
community 

• Reports of Violation recommendations- are we being fair, equitable in our recommendations?  Are 
we using progressive/ intermediate sanctions and community referrals in order to exhaust all options 
before recommending revocation when possible?   

 
Gaps: (What do we still need to do) 
Culturally-specific/culturally-responsive case management 

• Even though race neutral is sometimes the goal, even more so we need to be culturally responsive.  
We need to assess whether minorities may require/benefit/ respond to additional services to maintain 
compliance and reduce risk.  We need to identify and locate these resources and respond accordingly 

• Explore the possibility of culturally specific caseloads 
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Re-orient probation services to a community based model  

• Partner with community agencies that serve the African American community 
• Decentralize staff and house them with in the communities they serve to build community 

relationships and accessibility 
• Involve mentors 
• Involve the Family  
• Work more outside the office and non-traditional hours to be more accessible to their clients 
 

Graduated sanctions 
• Formalize graduated sanctions and build in formal checks and balances to keep officer discretion in 

check which is vulnerable to excessive subjectivity and inadvertent or unintended bias 
 
Reduce caseloads 

• Large caseloads have been shown to cause an increase revocations and a reduction in the time the PO 
has to do effective risk reduction practices ie building relationships, relapse prevention plans, case 
planning, making referrals, following up, involving the family etc.    

 
Evaluate/Assess: 

• Conduct a formal assessment by a neutral consultant to determine where the areas of disproportionate 
minority impact are and recommendations for improvement 

• Monitor, research and analyze violations cross-referencing by race to determine if patterns of 
discrimination are apparent after controlling for other factors 
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OTHER SERVICES PROVIDED 

 
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM 
 
The Districts Internship Program provides students from a variety of different colleges and universities 
around the State the opportunity to fulfill their college credits and also gain experience within their major. 
Interns are recruited through college fairs and through the District’s website.  Once the application process 
has been completed and the intern approved, the coordinator then initiates the orientation process.   The 
orientation process includes review of Policies and Procedures, provides an opportunity for questions and 
answers and ultimately placement within the Department for an internship. The majority of the interns are 
placed at Fort Des Moines Complex, The Women’s Facility, Youthful Offender/Drug Court, Pre-Trial 
Release and Support Service Center. The needs of the intern, school / work schedules and the needs of the 
District are considered by the Coordinator in determining placement. Interns have gained the experience of 
day programming intakes, LSI interviews, co-facilitation of groups, intakes at both facilitators, etc.  During 
fiscal year 2007/08 36 interns participated in our internship program. 
 
 
 
ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD - 
 
Accountability Boards are composed of community volunteers, including crime victims.  Community 
accountability board members meet with offenders who are referred by their Case Manager.  Board members 
review case plan goals developed by offender and PPO, discuss successes / challenges, help hold offender 
accountable and offer support or assistance in meeting their goals.  Accountability Boards assist in the re-
entry and reintegration of an offender in a way that builds relationships and str4engthens accountability, thus 
enhancing community based supervision and treatment efforts.  In addition, Accountability Boards give 
crime victims & community members a voice in the correctional system. 
 
 
 
I-80 JOB FAIR - 
 
Currently Iowa employers are faced with the challenge of an aging/shrinking workforce. Ex-offenders are 
faced with the challenge of finding employers who will give them an opportunity to prove they are ready to 
re-join the community.  The 1-80 Job Fair was a unique opportunity for those 2 groups to meet. Employers 
and ex-offenders learned about the federal and state tax incentives for hiring ex-offenders and the Federal 
bonding program that reduces the risk an employer may feel they face when hiring a person who has been in 
trouble.  Ex-offenders were able to talk with company representative about what is expected during the 
application, interview and job offer process. They were also able to check their criminal records for 
accuracy. Employers were able to find out about how specific convictions impacted their companies. This 
annual job fair is supplemented with smaller job fairs (3 to 4 employers) that are held weekly at the Iowa 
Workforce Development office.  
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STAFF INFORMATION 
 

CLASS   FEMALE MALE   

CODE CLASSIFICATION WF BF NAF 
A/
PIF 

HIS
PF 

OT
HF WM BM NAM A/PIM 

HI
SP 
M OTHM TOTAL 

  BARGAINING UNIT 006                           
60100 Clerk Typist                         0 
60105 Actg. Clerk I                         0 
60110 Actg. Clerk II                         0 
60125 Secretary 22 4   1 1               28 
60200 Data Processing Technician                         0 
60205 Computer Programmer                         0 
60210 Data Processing Prog/Analyst                         0 
60300 Volunteer Service Coordinator                         0 
60305 Pre-Trial Interviewer 2 1                   3 
60310 Probation/Parole Officer I                         0 
60315 Probation/Parole Officer II 47 4         31 4     2   88 
60320 Probation/Parole Officer III 10           15           25 
60330 Substance Abuse Liaison                         0 
60335 Community Program Monitor 6          3          1   10 
60350 Polygrapher             1           1 
60400 Residential Officer 11 6         19 10   1 1   48 
60407 Community Treatment Coordinator 7 1       1 1 1         11 
60410 Job Developer                         0 
60415 Educational Instructor 1                       1 
60420 Education Aide                         0 
60425 Community Work Crew Leader 1                       1 
60500 Maintenance Technician             4           4 
60505 Building Maintenance Coordinator                         0 
60510 Cook                         0 
60515 Food Services Coordinator   1         1                  1 3 
60520 Food Services Leader             1           1 
60600 Student Intern 13 1     1   4           19 
60804 Data Processing Coordinator 7 2         1 1         11 
60940 Psychologist 2           1           3 

  TOTAL 006 129 20 0 1 3 0 82 16 0 1 4 1 257 
  BARGAINING EXEMPT 000                           

60250 Information Technology Specialist 1         1    1    3 
60800 Clerical Supervisor                         0 
60802 Accounting Technician 2           1           3 
60803 Personnel Technician   1                     1 
60805 Probation/Parole Supervisor I                         0 
60808 Supervisor 3           1           4 
60810 Probation/Parole Supervisor II 6           7 2         15 
60815 Residential Supervisor  1             1         2 
60825 Residential Manager 1           1           2 
60850 Contract Program Manager                         0 
60903 District Director 1                       1 
60905 Assistant District Director  1           1           2 
60910 Division Manager  1           2           3 
60915 Administrative Officer                         0 
60918 Budget Analyst                         0 
60920 Systems Administrator             1 1         2 
60925 Administrative Assistant                         0 
60930 Executive Secretary 2                       2 
60935 Attorney                         0 
60945 Executive Officer 1           1           2 
60950 Clinical Services Manager             1           1 

  TOTAL 000 19 2 0 0 0 0 17 4 0 1 0 0 43 

  GRAND TOTAL  148 22 0 1 3 0 99 20 0 2 4 1 300 
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Stats for FY08 

Average number of employees 276.458 
Authorize number of employees 

 at the end of FY08 
282.12 

New Hires 34 
Promotions 16 
Retirements 5 

 
 

Years of Service Awards 
Years of Service Number of Rewards 

given: 
Years of Service Number of Rewards 

given 
40 1 18 7 
37 1 17 3 
33 4 16 6 
32 5 15 5 
31 7 14 2 
30 2 13 10 
29 4 12 9 
28 1 11 18 
27 2 10 13 
26 3 9 21 
25 1 8 9 
24 6 7 6 
23 2 6 8 
22 5 5 7 
21 3 4 16 
20 4 3 28 
19 5 2 18 

 1 14 
Note:  There are approximately 14 employees who have not completed a year with the 

Department. 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING MINUTES: 
 

Board of Directors 
for the 

Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services 
 

Meeting Minutes 
Wednesday, July 25, 2007 

 
Members in Attendance:    Chairperson Michael J. King; Joan Acela; Paula Culver; Royce Dredge; Larry Eastin; 

Linda England; Judge Arthur Gamble; Clarence Gee; Don Greenlee; Marvin Grace; 
Steve Grgurich and wife, Leta; Mark Hanson; Tom Hockensmith; Sam Nichols; Don 
Reasoner; Steve Shelley; and Rick Tiedje 

 
Staff in Attendance: District Director Sally Kreamer; Division Manager Neil Wheeler; Administrative Officer 

Steve Dick; Executive Secretary Lisa Walters; PPO Supervisor II, Darin Cox; PPO 
Supervisor II Nancy Robinson; PPO Supervisor II Stan Devore; Work Release 
Residential Officer Maggie Martin; and PPO II Bonnie Matejski 

 
Special Guests:   Iowa Department of Corrections Director John Baldwin 
 
 
The meeting was called to order at 12:00 p.m. by Chairperson Michael J. King on Wednesday, July 25, 2007  
at Building 68/70 of the Fort Des Moines Residential Center, Thayer Avenue, Jim Hancock Blvd., Des Moines, Iowa.  
 
The first order of business was the approval of the agenda for this meeting. Don Greenlee moved and Steve Grgurich 
seconded a motion that the agenda be approved. The motion passed by voice vote.  
 
The next item of business was the approval of the Minutes from the Executive Committee Meeting held April 19, 2007. 
Don Reasoner moved and Don Greenlee seconded a motion that the minutes be approved as written. The motion 
passed by voice vote. 
 
Next, was the approval of Minutes from the Full Board Meeting held April 25, 2007. Larry Eastin moved and Sam 
Nichols seconded a motion to accept the minutes as written. The motion passed by voice vote.  
 
Last, the minutes from the Executive Committee Meeting held on June 15, 2007 needed approval. Royce Dredge 
moved and Don Reasoner seconded a motion to accept and approve the minutes as written. The motion carried by 
voice vote.  
District Director Sally Kreamer introduced new Iowa Department of Corrections Director, John Baldwin. Director 
Baldwin relayed to the Board what DOC is doing now. Durant Report/Study had been conducted showing 8847 in 
prisons and 30,000+ on CBC. A new 178 bed Mental Health Unit with a Medical Wing at Oakdale Campus has been 
recently opened. He expressed how well the Command Center has done with working with the Sex Offenders. The 
Fifth District has done a great job. Mitchellville and Fort Madison expansion will be funded by the Department. 
Department of Corrections will be asking for an expansion of residential operations (beds) in the Fifth District. If the 
Board approved expansion for the 4 Districts, the waiting list could be cut down by half. Estimating twenty-five million 
($25,000,000) needed to expand and/or consolidate Fifth District operations. Would then need to figure out where to 
remodel/build. No predefined solution yet, but will want building constructed by FY11. 
 
Next, Administrative Officer Steve Dick handed out a budget sheet and explained Revenues and Expenditures. Some 
of the expenses consisted of updating computer systems, purchasing a snow plow, purchasing camera systems and 
new copy machines. As of June 30, 2007, the 910/1000 Washington Building is now paid off leaving one less expense. 
The Fifth District will have a new phone system installed and Sally recapped on the critical need for this update due to 
the outages that occur on a regular basis. Steve Shelley moved and Mark Hanson seconded the motion to accept the 
budget as presented. The motion passed by voice vote. 
 
The next item of business was an overview of the Pre-Trial Release program and its processes.  Sally introduced Stan 
Devore, Darin Cox and Nancy Robinson to the Board. These three gave an overview of how PTR works in Polk 
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County and the 15 Region Counties. Pretrial Release is available in all counties. Also reviewed, were the probation 
intake processes and the low risk programming. Nichols asked about the illegal or undocumented clients and how we 
process those individuals. Stan explained that INS comes in and takes those clients to their hearings, if they are not 
deported, then we supervise them. Stan explained how difficult supervising these individuals can be because of 
language barriers, lack of work which affects payment of fines and supervision fees, etc. Joan Acela asked about 
Judge Gamble’s order designating Fifth District DCS as supervising entity. Sally and Judge Gamble explained how 
private practice probation can not collect fees from clients and this new order formally establishes who the provider is. 
Judge Gamble reviewed the bond schedule, how it unfolds, what criteria must be met and it’s affect on the jail 
population. Judge Gamble stated the revised bond schedule will be reviewed and put into effect soon; possibly August 
1, 2007. 
 
Under New Business, Royce Dredge complimented the turnout and success of the BBQ held at the Fort Des Moines 
grounds for the Fifth District Staff. Sally reiterated the great attendance and positive response that was received. 
Chairperson Mike King thanked Royce for representing the Board at the Fifth’s Barbeque. Marvin Greenlee asked 
Sally about stress relief options for the Fifth District staff and Sally explained the current options of Employee 
Assistance Program (EAP) and Staff Victimization and Support Services (SVSS) program that can be utilized currently 
by staff. She explained that more can be done and we will continue to implement new options for staff. Sally spoke 
about N.I.C. conducting a study to explain the risk to public by having such high caseloads. The staff to offender ratio 
is unbalanced in the Fifth District. Judge Gamble spoke of the Electronic Data Management System (E.D.M.S.) Linda 
England asked about the possibility of moving facilities as part of the expansion of DCS facilities. Sally stated this is a 
possibility to be considered.  
 
Under Old Business, Sally talked about the Zoo expansion and what the Department may possibly do in the future. 
Linda England asked if a new facility could be built next to the new jail in Ankeny and whether or not the Board would 
be able to have input on the decisions regarding a new facility. Sally explained that the Board’s input is appreciated 
and it would be the Board that approved the final decision. Sally stated a sub-committee would be formed for planning 
and discussing the possibilities. Funding is there for an architect to design a new facility and next year will be the 
planning year. John Baldwin explained that the new beds, if allowed, will be ONLY for State offenders and will not be 
used for the Feds, etc. Mark Hanson asked about the CAS assessment and services moving in-house. He asked if 
there was any disruption in service and Sally described how we’re getting the same or better service for the same 
money by moving in-house. Due to this change, assessment services can now be provided to clients during 
incarceration speeding up the process. Before, services such as this would not be performed without additional fees.  
 
With no more business to come before the Board, Don Greenlee moved and Linda England seconded a motion that 
the meeting be adjourned. The motion carried by voice vote. Meeting adjourned at 1:26 p.m.  
Respectfully submitted: 
 
____________________________________________ 
Lisa A. Walters, Executive Secretary 
 
____________________________________________ ______________________________________ 
Michael J. King, Chairperson        Date 
Board of Directors 
Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services          
 
 

Board of Directors 
for the 

Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services 
 

AMENDED Meeting Minutes 
Wednesday, July 25, 2007 

 
Members in Attendance:    Chairperson Michael J. King; Joan Acela; Paula Culver; Royce Dredge; Larry Eastin; 

Linda England; J.B. French;  Judge Arthur Gamble; Clarence Gee; Don Greenlee; 
Marvin Grace; Steve Grgurich and wife, Leta; Mark Hanson; Tom Hockensmith; Sam 
Nichols; Don Reasoner; Steve Shelley; and Rick Tiedje 
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Staff in Attendance: District Director Sally Kreamer; Division Manager Neil Wheeler; Administrative Officer 
Steve Dick; Executive Secretary Lisa Walters; PPO Supervisor II, Darin Cox; PPO 
Supervisor II Nancy Robinson; PPO Supervisor II Stan Devore; Work Release 
Residential Officer Maggie Martin; and PPO II Bonnie Matejski 

 
Special Guests:   Iowa Department of Corrections Director John Baldwin 
 
 
The meeting was called to order at 12:00 p.m. by Chairperson Michael J. King on Wednesday, July 25, 2007  
at Building 68/70 of the Fort Des Moines Residential Center, Thayer Avenue, Jim Hancock Blvd., Des Moines, Iowa.  
 
The first order of business was the approval of the agenda for this meeting. Don Greenlee moved and Steve Grgurich 
seconded a motion that the agenda be approved. The motion passed by voice vote.  
 
The next item of business was the approval of the Minutes from the Executive Committee Meeting held April 19, 2007. 
Don Reasoner moved and Don Greenlee seconded a motion that the minutes be approved as written. The motion 
passed by voice vote. 
 
Next, was the approval of Minutes from the Full Board Meeting held April 25, 2007. Larry Eastin moved and Sam 
Nichols seconded a motion to accept the minutes as written. The motion passed by voice vote.  
 
Last, the minutes from the Executive Committee Meeting held on June 15, 2007 needed approval. Royce Dredge 
moved and Don Reasoner seconded a motion to accept and approve the minutes as written. The motion carried by 
voice vote.  
District Director Sally Kreamer introduced new Iowa Department of Corrections Director, John Baldwin. Director 
Baldwin relayed to the Board what DOC is doing now. Durant Report/Study had been conducted showing 8847 in 
prisons and 30,000+ on CBC. A new 178 bed Mental Health Unit with a Medical Wing at Oakdale Campus has been 
recently opened. He expressed how well the Command Center has done with working with the Sex Offenders. The 
Fifth District has done a great job. Mitchellville and Fort Madison expansion will be funded by the Department. 
Department of Corrections will be asking for an expansion of residential operations (beds) in the Fifth District. If the 
Board approved expansion for the 4 Districts, the waiting list could be cut down by half. Estimating twenty-five million 
($25,000,000) needed to expand and/or consolidate Fifth District operations. Would then need to figure out where to 
remodel/build. No predefined solution yet, but will want building constructed by FY11. 
 
Next, Administrative Officer Steve Dick handed out a budget sheet and explained Revenues and Expenditures. Some 
of the expenses consisted of updating computer systems, purchasing a snow plow, purchasing camera systems and 
new copy machines. As of June 30, 2007, the 910/1000 Washington Building is now paid off leaving one less 
expense. The Fifth District will have a new phone system installed and Sally recapped on the critical need for this 
update due to the outages that occur on a regular basis. Steve Shelley moved and Mark Hanson seconded the motion 
to accept the budget as presented. The motion passed by voice vote. 
 
The next item of business was an overview of the Pre-Trial Release program and its processes.  Sally introduced Stan 
Devore, Darin Cox and Nancy Robinson to the Board. These three gave an overview of how PTR works in Polk 
County and the 15 Region Counties. Pretrial Release is available in all counties. Also reviewed, were the probation 
intake processes and the low risk programming. Nichols asked about the illegal or undocumented clients and how we 
process those individuals. Stan explained that INS comes in and takes those clients to their hearings, if they are not 
deported, then we supervise them. Stan explained how difficult supervising these individuals can be because of 
language barriers, lack of work which affects payment of fines and supervision fees, etc. Joan Acela asked about 
Judge Gamble’s order designating Fifth District DCS as supervising entity. Sally and Judge Gamble explained how 
private practice probation can not collect fees from clients and this new order formally establishes who the provider is. 
Judge Gamble reviewed the bond schedule, how it unfolds, what criteria must be met and it’s affect on the jail 
population. Judge Gamble stated the revised bond schedule will be reviewed and put into effect soon; possibly August 
1, 2007. 
 
Under New Business, Royce Dredge complimented the turnout and success of the BBQ held at the Fort Des Moines 
grounds for the Fifth District Staff. Sally reiterated the great attendance and positive response that was received. 
Chairperson Mike King thanked Royce for representing the Board at the Fifth’s Barbeque. Marvin Grace asked Sally 
about stress relief options for the Fifth District staff and Sally explained the current options of Employee Assistance 
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Program (EAP) and Staff Victimization and Support Services (SVSS) program that can be utilized currently by staff. 
She explained that more can be done and we will continue to implement new options for staff. Sally spoke about N.I.C. 
conducting a study to explain the risk to public by having such high caseloads. The staff to offender ratio is 
unbalanced in the Fifth District. Judge Gamble spoke of the Electronic Data Management System (E.D.M.S.) Linda 
England asked about the possibility of moving facilities as part of the expansion of DCS facilities. Sally stated this is a 
possibility to be considered.  
 
Under Old Business, Sally talked about the Zoo expansion and what the Department may possibly do in the future. 
Linda England asked if a new facility could be built next to the new jail in Ankeny and whether or not the Board would 
be able to have input on the decisions regarding a new facility. Sally explained that the Board’s input is appreciated 
and it would be the Board that approved the final decision. Sally stated a sub-committee would be formed for planning 
and discussing the possibilities. Funding is there for an architect to design a new facility and next year will be the 
planning year. John Baldwin explained that the new beds, if allowed, will be ONLY for State offenders and will not be 
used for the Feds, etc. Mark Hanson asked about the CAS assessment and services moving in-house. He asked if 
there was any disruption in service and Sally described how we’re getting the same or better service for the same 
money by moving in-house. Due to this change, assessment services can now be provided to clients during 
incarceration speeding up the process. Before, services such as this would not be performed without additional fees.  
 
With no more business to come before the Board, Don Greenlee moved and Linda England seconded a motion that 
the meeting be adjourned. The motion carried by voice vote. Meeting adjourned at 1:26 p.m.  
 
Respectfully submitted: 
____________________________________________ 
Lisa A. Walters, Executive Secretary 
____________________________________________ ______________________________________ 
Michael J. King, Chairperson        Date 
Board of Directors 
Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services          
 

Board of Directors 
for the 

Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services 
 

Meeting Minutes 
Wednesday, October 31, 2007 

 
Members in Attendance: 
 
 
 
 

Chairperson Michael J. King; Joan Acela; Jack Bishop; Paula Culver;  
Royce Dredge; Larry Eastin; Linda England; J.B. French, Judge Arthur Gamble; 
Marvin Grace; Steve Grgurich and wife, Leta; Mark Hanson; Tom Hockensmith; Sam 
Nichols; Steve Shelley; and Rick Tiedje 

Staff in Attendance: District Director Sally Kreamer; Assistant District Director Ken Smid; Assistant 
District Director Nancy Robinson; Division Manager Neil Wheeler; Administrative 
Officer Steve Dick; Clinical Services Manager Michelle Dix; Clinical Services 
Manager Dr. Tony Tatman; and Executive Secretary Lisa Walters 

  
The meeting was called to order at 12:03 p.m. by Vice-Chairperson Royce Dredge on Wednesday, October 31, 2007 
at Building 68/70 of the Fort Des Moines Residential Center, Thayer Avenue, Jim Hancock Blvd., Des Moines, Iowa. 
 
The first order of business was the approval of the agenda for this meeting. Marvin Grace moved and Steve Shelley 
seconded a motion that the agenda be approved. The motion carried by voice vote.  
 
The next item of business was the approval of the Minutes from the full Board Meeting held on July 25, 2007. Two 
corrections were noted and submitted for changes. With the two corrections verbalized, Mark Hanson moved and 
Linda England seconded a motion that the July 25, 2007 Board Meeting Minutes be corrected and amended as stated. 
The motion passed by voice vote. 
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Next, Director Sally Kreamer began by introducing the three new Fifth Judicial District Management Staff. Sally 
explained how the Fifth Judicial District now provides our own sex offender treatment. Dr. Tony Tatman is our new 
Clinical Services Manager of the Sex Offender Treatment Program who conducts the research and technical aspects 
of the job. Next was the introduction of Michelle Dix, the new Clinical Services Manger over all programming; 
overseeing the outcome measures of all programs. Michelle is 
currently researching the resources available for our Region offices. Followed was the introduction of Nancy Robinson 
who is the new Assistant Director of Field Services for the District. Nancy has twenty-six (26) years of experience in 
corrections. She is currently working with the National Institute of Corrections on developing a new risk assessment tool. 
The board welcomed the new management staff. 
 
Next, Vice-Chairperson Royce Dredge asked Administrative Officer Steve Dick to review the budget. Steve distributed 
hand-outs to all board members and attendees. Steve began by stating that we are now one quarter into the fiscal year 
and have collected one hundred nine percent (109%) of the budgeted amount. Steve stated we are at ninety-nine point 
nine percent (99.9%) total of the expenses budgeted. Included in the handouts was the Audit Report covering the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 2006. Steve reported we had a very good audit overall. Also included as a handout was a 
breakdown of appropriations for all eight districts. The purchase of a new phone system for our district is under way. 
The Fifth is currently looking into office rental property and the cost to outfit the establishment with desks and other 
equipment. Steve explained a few changes that have been made to strengthen the control of monies such as; no longer 
taking cash payments, having a supervisor review collection reports of collectors prior to deposits and more 
documentation being ensued by staff. Steve credited the staff for the positive changes that have occurred since the 
modifications were made.  Next, Steve pointed out the Offender Population Data Sheet and the Diversity Profile of our 
district’s employees which showed fifty-eight percent (58%) of the staff are female. Sam Nichols moved and Jack 
Bishop seconded a motion to accept the budget as presented. The motion carried by voice vote. 
 
The next item of business was the discussion of the Board of Corrections’ budget to the Governor. Sally explained by 
announcing that as described in the newspapers, the Governor has ordered all state departments to take a look at their 
hiring practices. It was explained that our ratio of needs versus those in other districts is disproportionate. 
Appropriations that are assigned to the Fifth District Department of Correctional Services do not even cover the salaries 
of the current staff members of the District. Steve briefed the Board on what was presented to the Governor by Board of 
Corrections “if” additional money does come into revenues. Also announced was that the Fifth District DCS has had the 
highest collection of Victim Restitution money out of all the districts, credited with forty-six percent (46%) of the 
collections received. Jack Bishop questioned if the discharge ratio of our offenders could be improved. Sally replied 
stating that the County Attorney doesn’t allow a discharge on offenders unless all their debts have been paid towards 
their fines, classes and other fees. Judge Gamble discussed the “Informal Probation” situation in Des Moines and how it 
is not recognized on Corrections Continuum in the Iowa Code. Sally discussed the Killings case and how this offender 
was charged with homicide but on the “informal caseload”. Judge Gamble expressed his concern about the public 
safety problem caused by placing people on the informal caseload. Tom Hockensmith stated that they met with the Polk 
County State Representatives yesterday (Tuesday, October 30, 2007) and were told there will be no new money this 
year. Tom Hockensmith stated that reallocating other districts’ money back to the Fifth District DCS may be a more 
feasible task than trying to come up with new money. Jack Bishop stated he needed to make contact with legislators, in 
particular those who deal with the money, to let them know the Fifth District DCS needs more money or a larger piece of 
the funding allocation. Judge Gamble felt the board should direct Sally to look at the “informal probation” caseload and 
come back with recommendations about how to alleviate this caseload. Judge Gamble commented on the possibility 
and uncertainty of doing a “flush of the system” which would be a way of discharging a large amount of offenders at 
once to slim down on the caseloads. He as well as other board members commented on the risks there, but it was also 
determined that there are always risks with these types of issues. The Fifth District DCS staff is working very hard and 
trying to work very smart. Judge Gamble moved and Steve Shelley seconded a motion that Director Kreamer work with 
the Court, County Attorney and Public Defenders office to alleviate the Informal Probation caseload in Polk County. The 
motion passed by voice vote.  
 
The next topic on the agenda was the “Superblock” discussion. Sally began by describing how the Steering and the 
Task Committees meet regarding the issues with the Blank Park Zoo and its expansion. These groups meet every four 
to six weeks. Sally stated that we do not have the authorization or the resources to move. At 1:10 p.m. Chairperson 
Mike King arrived and requested that a member of the Board of Directors be designated to speak for the board 
regarding the issues with the zoo. Marvin Grace volunteered to be a representative on the committee and provided his 
contact phone number (515-961-1029). A question arose regarding who actually owns the property at the Fort Des 
Moines complex and Neil Wheeler, Division Manager reported to the Board that to his knowledge, the property is owned 
and was purchased by the Fifth Judicial District DCS. 
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Under New Business, Sally requested approval, as required by the Fifth District’s policy on Outside Employment, to 
partake in an offer made to her by the National Institute of Corrections. Sally has been asked to assist with creating 
manuals dealing with Evidence Based Practices. She would be paid for her assistance and stated she would take 
vacation on those days she would be absent from work. Jack Bishop moved and Tom Hockensmith seconded a motion 
to approve Sally’s employment with the NIC to do seminars and manuals. The motion carried by voice vote. Judge 
Gamble brought to the attention of the board, in order to raise their awareness, a program funded by a Juvenile Grant, 
the Annie E. Casey Foundation and the Federal Government, regarding the research on the African American 
population in jails, prisons and other districts. The program also anticipates finding new programs that would be an 
alternative to juvenile detention. Sally explained a pilot was just finished with assessment tools for African Americans, 
showing that when this population of offender’s drops out of programming, the consequences are much worse than not 
attending or not beginning programming at all. The pilot showed that the chances of re-offending and failing are at an 
even higher rate when clients drop out of programming. Judge Gamble remarked that what studies are finding is that 
African American males do not respond effectively to the Alcoholics Anonymous groups. Sally stated that we need 
specific programming for African American or minority persons. Some studies have indicated that the AA groups cater 
more towards middle class white males. Royce Dredge asked that the Board review this topic at the next Board meeting 
to review the progress that Sally and the Department have made in this area. Sally stated that Michelle Dix and Nancy 
Robinson could present the Board with the updates of what has taken place since this meeting. 
 
There was no Old Business to discuss.  
 
With no more business to come before the Board, Tom Hockensmith moved and Steve Shelley seconded a motion that 
the meeting be adjourned. Vice-Chairperson Royce Dredge announced that the meeting was adjourned at 1:45 P.M. 
 
Respectfully submitted: 
____________________________________________ 
Lisa Walters, Executive Secretary 
____________________________________________ ______________________________________ 
Michael J. King, Chairperson        Date 
Board of Directors 
Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services     
 

Executive Committee of the Board of Directors 
for the 

Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services 
 

Minutes 
January 14, 2008 

 
Executive Committee Members in attendance: Chairperson Michael J. King, Royce Dredge, Larry Eastin,  
              Don Greenlee, Don Reasoner, and Judge Arthur Gamble via  
              conference call.  
 
Staff in attendance: District Director Sally Kreamer, Assistant District Director Nancy Robinson, Assistant 
             District Director Ken Smid, Division Manager Steve Dick, and Division Manager Neil  
             Wheeler. 
 
The meeting was called to order at 3:58 p.m. at 604 Locust Street, Suite 317, Des Moines, IA by Chairperson Michael J. 
King. Judge Arthur Gamble was present for the meeting via a conference call to him. He was able to both hear from and 
speak to all other attendees during this meeting. 
 
The first order of business was the approval of the agenda for the meeting. Don Greenlee moved and Royce Dredge 
seconded a motion that the agenda be approved as presented. The motion passed by voice vote. 
 
The next item of business was the discussion concerning possible candidates for open Board positions. Judge Gamble 
discussed increasing diversity on the Board of Directors. The Judge would be interested in appointing Mr. Monroe 
Colston to the Board of Directors as one of his two Judicial Appointments. Judge Gamble would remain on the Board as 
the other Judicial Appointment. The Executive Committee then discussed candidates for the two Citizen Appointment 
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positions on the Board of Directors. Again discussion was held regarding increasing the diversity of the Board through 
the appointments to these two positions. It was felt that the appointments to these two positions should be discussed 
and decided by the Executive Committee. Following discussion, Don Reasoner moved and Don Greenlee seconded a 
motion that Mr. Cheeko Camel and Dr. James O. Wright be appointed to the Board of Directors as the two Citizen 
Appointments. This motion passed by voice vote.  
 
Don Greenlee moved and Larry Eastin seconded a motion that the meeting be adjourned. This motion passed by voice 
vote. The meeting was adjourned at 4:21 p.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted: 
_________________________________________ 
Neil Wheeler, Division Manager 
_____________________________________   ____________________________________ 
Michael J. King, Chairperson              Date 
Board of Directors 
Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services 
 
 
Board of Directors 

for the 
Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services 

 
Meeting Minutes 

Wednesday, January 30, 2008 
 
 
Members in Attendance: 
 
 
 
 
 

Chairperson Michael J. King; Lonnie Bench; Cheeko Camel; Monroe Colston; Royce 
Dredge; Larry Eastin; J.B. French, Judge Arthur Gamble; Clarence Gee; Marvin 
Grace; Steve Grgurich and wife, Leta;  Don Greenlee; Mark Hanson; Tom 
Hockensmith; Sam Nichols; Don Reasoner, Steve Shelley; and Rick Tiedje; Dr. 
James Wright 
 

Staff in Attendance: District Director Sally Kreamer; Assistant District Director Ken Smid; Assistant 
District Director Nancy Robinson; Division Manager Neil Wheeler; Division Manger 
Steve Dick; Clinical Services Manager Dr. Tony Tatman; Clinical Services Manager 
Michelle Dix; and Executive Secretary Lisa Walters 

  
The meeting was called to order at 12:05 p.m. by Chairperson Michael King on Wednesday, January 30, 2008 at the 
Fort Des Moines Residential Center, Building 68/70, Thayer Avenue, Jim Hancock Blvd., Des Moines, IA.  
 
The first order of business was the approval of the agenda for this meeting. Don Greenlee moved and Marvin Grace 
seconded a motion that the agenda be approved. The motion carried by voice vote.  
 
Next was the approval of the minutes from the Full Board Meeting held on October 31, 2007. Marvin Grace moved and 
Sam Nichols seconded a motion that the minutes be approved. The motion carried by voice vote. 
 
Then was the approval of the minutes from the Executive Committee Board Meeting held on December 7, 2007. 
Royce Dredge moved and Don Reasoner seconded a motion that the minutes be approved. The motion carried by 
voice vote. Marvin Grace requested that in the future, a copy of the agenda be attached to the back side of the 
Executive Board Meeting minutes so that non-executive board members will know the purpose of the meeting.  
Next was the approval of the minutes from the Executive Committee Board Meeting held on January 14, 2008. Marvin 
Grace moved and Sam Nichols seconded a motion that the minutes be approved. The motion carried by voice vote.  
 
Next on the agenda was an introduction of the new board members and an acknowledgment to show appreciation of 
service to those board members concluding their service on the board. Director Sally Kreamer began by welcoming 
the three new board members Cheeko Camel, Monroe Colston and Dr. James Wright. Sally thanked the past board 
member Steve Grgurich for his presence and acknowledged the two other past board members Jack Bishop and 
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Paula Culver who were not in attendance. At the suggestion of Sally, each board member went around the table and 
introduced themselves, which county or area they represented and the years they have served on the board. Each 
board member expressed their enthusiasm and thankfulness for being able to serve on the board and articulated the 
quality service and success of the Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services even in the midst of the 
undersized budget and shortage of employees for the workloads that they confront. Upon completion of introductions 
by each board member, Sally presented a service award to Steve Grgurich consisting of a plaque engraved with a 
message of appreciation. Plaques were also made for Paula Culver and Jack Bishop who were not in attendance. A 
few photos were taken to commemorate the event. 
 
Next was the Nominating Committee Report. Chairperson Mike King began by stating that he had asked Royce 
Dredge, Don Greenlee, Larry Eastin, and Don Reasoner to come up with names of new candidates.  
Chairperson King stated Don Greenlee took it upon himself to put a list together. Don Greenlee made a motion to have 
Mike King remain Chairperson and Royce Dredge to continue as Vice-Chair. Monroe Colston seconded the motion. 
Clarence Gee moved and Don Reasoner seconded a motion to cease nominations. The motion carried by voice vote. 
The Board voted on the motion to have Mike King remain Chairperson and Royce Dredge remain as Vice-
Chairperson. This motion carried by voice vote. 
 
Following was an Election of the Executive Committee members. Don Greenlee relayed to the Board that members 
Don Greenlee, Royce Dredge, Larry Eastin, Judge Gamble, Mike King and Don Reasoner consented to continue as 
Executive Board members for the 2008 calendar year. Judge Gamble appointed himself as a Judicial Appointment, but 
with Jack Bishop concluding his service on the Board, a new Executive Committee member needed to be nominated. 
Don Greenlee nominated Tom Hockensmith to fill the vacancy on the Executive Committee for 2008. Clarence Gee 
moved and Marvin Grace seconded a motion to nominate Tom Hockensmith to fill the open position on the Committee. 
Lonnie Bench moved and Mark Hanson seconded a motion to cease nominations. The motion carried by voice vote.  
 
A review of the 2008 Budget and Summary of 2009 Legislative Budget and Governor’s Recommendations was next on 
the agenda. Director Sally Kreamer began by introducing Steve Dick to the entire board. Sally acknowledged Steve for 
his continued success in managing our budget. It was acknowledged that Steve has been promoted to a Division 
Manger, taking over several duties that Division Manger Neil Wheeler had been handling. Steve began by distributing 
a handout called “Operating Statement for Fiscal Year 2008”. It was explained that an air handler at the Fort Des 
Moines was purchased, emergency generator was purchased for the Women’s Correctional Facility and a new boiler 
purchased and installed at the 1000 Washington office. Steve stated that the cost of outfitting the new offices on 1211 
Vine Street in West Des Moines was budgeted into our expenses. Two hundred thousand dollars ($200,000) was 
allocated for the new phone system for the entire district. This was budgeted into the “Equipment” category on the 
handout. Moving onto the Summary of 2009 Legislative Budget and Governor’s Recommendations Steve stated the 
Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services was told to keep a “flat budget”, however Steve stated that 
DCS did ask for a few more items. Steve reported that fifty-one thousand one hundred sixty-five ($51,165) dollars was 
requested for increases in food, fuel and prescriptions in the form of service contracts. Five hundred seventy-one 
thousand seven hundred eighty-seven ($571,787) dollars was requested in sex offender legislation to move to general 
fund the added positions for the EMS (Electronic Monitoring System) command center. Currently the District is using 
“carry over” money from last year to pay for these positions. Tom Hockensmith asked if money for wage increases and 
health insurance were going to be figured in. Steve stated that at this point, it is out of our hands. This is usually one of 
the last items (salary adjustment) that the Legislature deals with near the end of the legislative session. Steve spoke of 
the 1.25 million dollar request for the Reentry and One-Stop Center which would provide a multitude of services all in 
one area. Services would consist of substance abuse treatment, mental health treatment, mentoring, and other family 
service functions. Studies demonstrate the effectiveness of having several services in one area. It appears to reduce 
the recidivism rates and re-arrests decrease. Three hundred fifty-five thousand ($355,000) dollars of tobacco money 
are currently used to cover the Drug Court program. It is being asked by the District to the Legislature that those funds 
be replaced with “General Fund Money’. The Governor has recommended that the Fifth District and First District 
receive ten million dollars to fund Re-Entry programs. It is guessed that the money will be first used to rent a facility or 
location and then eventually to build a facility. It is recommended by the Governor that the Fifth District receive sixteen 
million dollars for residential expansion. This would fund the addition of 120-200 residential beds. The funding for this 
comes out of tax free exempt bonds. Sally reiterated that this money is not going to be used to relocate the Fort Des 
Moines Facilities. Sally spoke on the extensive wait for work release beds indicating that the current wait for a bed is 
seven (7) months. The Fifth District is currently the only district that has Day Reporting. Assistant Director Ken Smid 
spoke on how Central Office (Department of Corrections) is looking at the outcome measures and affirm that 
statistically the longer an offender sits in prison the higher the possibility there is that they will end up back in one. 
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Steve Shelley asked how many offenders are currently waiting for beds. Ken Smid answered that over one hundred 
thirty (130) are waiting right now. It was discussed how the increase of new beds would help curb this number of 
waiting offenders; however the number of beds needed will only continue to increase. Judge Gamble relayed that he 
just sentenced an offender to the Fort Des Moines Residential Facility and that the offender will be waiting in the Polk 
County Jail for 6 weeks until a bed opens. Judge Gamble explained how this then spills over and becomes an issue for 
the counties as well. Sally stated the One-Stop Center would serve only parolees. With that freeing up the probation 
officers with those offenders, that will expand the number of probationers that can be served. This would help the 
offenders get out of jail faster and onto probation. Tom Hockensmith asked if a location was found for the One-Stop 
Center. Sally explained that the Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services would contract with entities 
such as Iowa Workforce Development,  DMACC, Urban Dreams, Creative Visions and Eyerly Ball to name a few. Sally 
said that Spectrum Resources is one of the entities the Department is currently working with. Judge Gamble asked if 
residential beds would be at the One-Stop Center. Sally stated no, that there would be no residential services provided 
there. Mark Hanson asked for clarification from Steve on the money that will be given and to which districts it will be 
allotted. Steve replied that of the ten million that is given to the First and Fifth Districts for Reentry construction costs, 
1.2 million of that will be for the mental health and substance abuse services portion. There is sixteen million that is 
proposed in the Governor’s budget to only the Fifth District for the purpose of expanding residential beds. Marvin 
Grace asked if the Reentry will assist Juveniles. Sally answered that it will only involve adults unless a juvenile is 
adjudicated to adult court.  
 
Judge Gamble spoke on some research that Assistant Director Nancy Robinson had done on shortages of staff. He 
stated that the workload formula shows that the Department is short thirty-eight (38) probation officers for the offender 
population the District has. The District is short seventeen (17) Residential Officers who are responsible for the 
security within the buildings at the Fort Des Moines and Women’s Facilities. This shortage can generate safety risks. It 
was stated that the Department of Corrections is aware of this and is paying close attention now to these types of 
issues and safety risks. Sally openly thanked Ken Smid for his progress and success with running residential services 
even when so short-staffed. Chairperson Mike King reported that he and Director Kreamer will meet with Governor 
Chet Culver February 11, 2008 at 2:00 p.m.  Judge Gamble and Tom Hockensmith were invited to attend also.  
 
Under Old Business, Judge Gamble reminded the board of the past conversation that took place regarding doing away 
with Informal Probation in Polk County and placing them instead on Intermediate Continuum Sanctions. He stated this 
will become effective January 31, 2008. This will ensure no offender is placed on probation until a risk assessment has 
been completed to determine the appropriate level of supervision and risk. This should alleviate the issue where high 
risk offenders are placed on informal probation even though risk assessments show they should be at a higher level of 
supervision. Judge Gamble stated the Judges have already redrafted the court orders to accommodate this change. 
Judge Gamble also brought up the difficulty of placement for sex offenders. He stated an offender he just sentenced 
voluntarily chose to be sentenced to the Fort Des Moines just so he could have a place to live. He had lost his job and 
housing and couldn’t find any other housing due to the 2000 foot law. 
 
Under New Business, Chairperson Mike King took a moment to thank the three new board members; Cheeko Camel, 
Monroe Colston and Dr. James Wright. 
 
The board was invited to join in cake and refreshments after the meeting to celebrate the service of the past board 
members.  
 
With no more business to come before the Board, the meeting was adjourned at 1:03 p.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted: 
 
____________________________________________ 
Lisa Walters, Executive Secretary 
 
____________________________________________ ______________________________________ 
Michael J. King, Chairperson        Date 
Board of Directors 
Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services    
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Board of Directors 
for the 

Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services 
 

Meeting Minutes 
Wednesday, April 30, 2008 

 
Members in Attendance: 
 
 
 
 
 

Chairperson Michael J. King; Joan Acela; Cheeko Camel; Monroe Colston; Royce 
Dredge; Larry Eastin; Linda England; Judge Arthur Gamble; Marvin Grace; Don 
Greenlee; Tom Hockensmith; Sam Nichols; Don Reasoner, Steve Shelley; and Dr. 
James Wright 
 

Staff in Attendance: District Director Sally Kreamer; Assistant District Director Ken Smid; Assistant 
District Director Nancy Robinson; Division Manager Neil Wheeler; Division Manager 
Steve Dick; Clinical Services Manager Michelle Dix; and Executive Secretary Lisa 
Walters 

  
The meeting was called to order at 12:03 p.m. by Chairperson Michael King on Wednesday, April 30, 2008 at the Fort 
Des Moines Residential Center, Building 68/70, Thayer Avenue, Jim Hancock Blvd., Des Moines, IA.  
 
The first order of business was the approval of the agenda for this meeting. Don Greenlee moved and Don Reasoner 
seconded a motion that the agenda be approved. The motion carried by voice vote.  
 
Next was the approval of the minutes from the full Board meeting held on January 30, 2008. Sam Nichols moved and 
Steve Shelley seconded a motion to approve the minutes as written. The motion carried by voice vote.  
 
Next on the agenda was a review of the FY’08 Budget. Division Manager Steve Dick began by distributing handouts 
which showed the revenues and expenditures for Fiscal Year 08. Steve reported that the department 

will have received one hundred percent (100%) of state allocation by the end of April 2008. He spoke of how interest rates 
have plummeted from one hundred ninety-nine thousand ($199,000) to now one hundred sixty thousand ($160,000). Fee 
collections have been very strong. Regarding expenditures, Steve reports salaries are pretty good with nineteen million 
dollars ($19,000,000) budgeted. Steve stated the carry forward money would be spent in the area of supplies. The new 
phone system project is in its last stages of implementation and required about two hundred thousand ($200,000) dollars 
to fund. Steve stated Neil Wheeler, Division Manager, is performing a study on all equipment needs consisting also of the 
life expectancy and replacement costs. This includes items such as vehicles, photocopiers, Alco-Sensors, VPN cards, 
polygraph testing equipment and snow removal equipment and will be used to figure future expenditures on these items. 
Steve reported that money will also be used to replace door readers at the 910/1000 Washington Avenue locations, 
purchase supplies like UA Testing Kits and provide carpet cleaning services as well as pay for overall building 
maintenance needs.  
 
Steve stated that the estimated Ending Fund Balance of six hundred thousand dollars ($600,000) is categorized as “carry 
forward money” and constitutes approximately two and a half percent (2.5%) of our total budget.  
 
Tom Hockensmith asked how much money is spent on snow removal. Steve explained that the department currently 
spends ten to fifteen thousand dollars ($10,000-$15,000) for the snow removal contract. He explained that if the 
department invested now and purchased our own equipment, there would be a projected expense of eight thousand 
dollars ($8,000) the first year which would pay for updating a snow truck with a snow plow and a salt spreader and then 
approximately an expense of four thousand five hundred dollars ($4,500) for each year thereafter. The savings is 
significant and is even less costly than paying employees overtime to do this work themselves. Marvin Grace asked Steve 
if we use salt heavily. Steve stated it is a must and a great deal of salt must be used in some areas due to steeper inclines 
and high traffic areas in the lots. 
 
Director Sally Kreamer stated that any employee salary adjustment (raises) shortfall would be funded by this carry forward 
money. Steve estimated that for every ten percent (10%) the department does not get funded, the department has to 
come up with one hundred twenty-five thousand dollars ($125,000) to make up for the shortfall. The carry forward money 
is utilized for salary adjustment in case the funding is not there.  
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Mike King recalled a Charter that he remembered being signed that would prevent a cut in the money provided by the 
government. Mike asked Steve to revisit and look into this and recalled that by signing it, it was to prevent funding from 
being cut.  
 
Following was a review of the FY’09 Budget. Sally spoke of a few highlights reporting that there was approval to fund two 
Re-Entry positions called Community Treatment Coordinators. Sally stated this project’s estimated cost was ten million 
dollars but only two positions have been funded. Due to under staffing, low funding and unavailable space, Sally 
expressed that it may not be possible to undertake the full project. Sally stated that two subjects of interest include gender 
responsive issues involving women’s programming and community involvement as well as the subject of analyzing the 
disproportional rate of African/Americans in Iowa’s correctional system would be addressed or covered by these new 
positions. Sally explained the department wants to do more in these areas but can not without being fully funded. Marvin 
Grace asked if Sally was discussing the area of the One-Stop Shop. Sally confirmed, yes, that the Fifth District was 
offered funding for two new positions, but that the First District was offered two new positions as well. 
 
Monroe Colston stated that in lieu of this subject, he would be glad to talk to the Greater Des Moines Community 
Foundation about funding this for students. He stated there is money that can be offered. Sally stated this would be very 
welcomed. Monroe stated he would be willing to create a proposal on this topic and then contact Sally. 
 
Sally reported that the department has housed federal offenders for over twenty (20) years. She reported a Federal RFP 
went out looking for private agencies to house these federal offenders. She expressed her concern since a great deal of 
this money with housing Federal offenders is how our department is able to sustain itself financially. Other concerns from 
Sally were in regard to how this Federal Contract would allow the Federal Bureau of Prisons to dictate who the 
department has as staff and be able to send us whichever offenders they want. To allow this contract gives the Feds more 
control over these types of decisions. 
 
Sally also reported that funding did not go through for the expansion of the Fort Des Moines Facilities. Sally affirmed she 
was okay with this. To update and remodel the current Fort Facilities requires certain standards to follow when remodeling 
because of the historical status of the buildings. Appropriations instead will be used to conduct a study of expansion for 
one hundred seventy (170) beds. This would involve working with the city of Des Moines, the Board and staff 
infrastructure to discuss a possible site to build on. Sally reported to the Board an injury to one of the Fort Des Moines 
supervisors that occurred due to deterioration of the building they were working on. This study will be looking at safety and 
the overall needs of our region offices too. Sally reported this money could also be used as earnest money towards the 
purchase of land. She said that a timeline would be set up and she sees this moving forward quickly. Sally confirmed this 
is a much better approach.  
 
Steve reported the tobacco appropriations increased by sixty-four thousand dollars ($64,000) which will be used to fund 
substance abuse programs. This would allow for the Drug Court Program and staff to receive salary increases. Steve 
acknowledged that salary adjustments should be forwarded to us in the next week or so. 
 
Steve Shelley asked Sally if we have returned to our offices in the Equitable. Sally reported that IOSHA came into our 
offices and performed air quality tests which came back negative for any asbestos. She also reported this was done at no 
cost to us due to being a state agency.  
 
Marvin Grace questioned our fuel expenses. Steve reported that there was a fifty-one thousand dollar ($51,000) increase 
to cover fuel, food and pharmacy. He stated the cost for fuel is being taken into account. 
 
Judge Gamble commented that he would like to encourage the board to insist on receiving the two Re-Entry positions 
called Community Treatment Coordinators and that the department should use those positions to complete the work in the 
areas they were designated for (Gender Responsive Issues involving Women’s Programming and Community 
Involvement and for analyzing the disproportional rate of African/Americans in Iowa’s Correctional System). Judge 
Gamble moved and Don Greenlee seconded a motion to discuss and pursue this topic again. The motion carried by voice 
vote. 
 
Reviewing Work Rule Changes was next on the agenda. Neil began by reporting that the work rules had not been 
reviewed, updated or changed since 1999. He reported Michelle Dix, Ken Smid and Mike Kastantin took part in amending 
and modifying these work rules. Neil spoke on how some rules were expanded to be more specific and modernized. Sally 
noted that the rules had been brought before the Union and were approved. Neil asked that the Board approve these 
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changes. Don Greenlee moved and Don Reasoner seconded the motion to accept the Work Rule Changes as presented. 
The motion carried by voice vote. Tom Hockensmith stated he applauded the efforts taken by the Department to update 
these rules. Marvin Grace asked if a copy of the work rules could be sent to all Board members with their reminder 
packets that would be sent out just prior to the next full Board meeting. Neil confirmed this will be done.  
 
Next on the agenda was the discussion of Hiring Practices and Diversity by Clinical Services Manager Michelle Dix. 
Michelle presented to the Board that in the areas of Residential Officers and Probation Officer IIs, the diversity levels are 
doing well and increasing. She reported that in the higher levels of employment, the department is not seeing minorities 
apply and is uncertain if that is due to a lack of interest, lack of knowledge to fill these positions or other conditions. 
Michelle enumerated the ways in which the department is trying to reach out to outside applicants such as through job 
postings being sent to other agencies, churches, colleges, other state departments, newspapers, internet, job fairs and 
out-of-state black colleges. Michelle stated she is open to suggestions and input from the Board.  
 
Under Old Business Sally spoke on the stressful times the department staff has endured since the last Board meeting. 
She reported an incident where a female offender who was housed at the Women’s Residential Correctional Facility 
(WRCF) successfully committed suicide. The offender was taken to Broadlawns at the first signs of suicidal behavior and 
all procedures were followed. When the offender was considered stable, she was released from Broadlawns and had then 
committed suicide while in the psychiatric unit. Another suicide attempt happened at the Fort Des Moines Facility where 
an offender slit his own throat and both his wrists. Sally stated the employees actually saved the life of this offender. The 
staff acted quickly, held towels on his wounds to keep him from losing blood and talked with him until the ambulance 
arrived. Sally reported grief counselors were available for staff as well as several check-ins on how staff are doing after 
the event. Staff have now looked into and implemented alternate ways to deliver messages other than the intercom 
system which they discovered could startle or increase the dissociations of the mental health offenders. Other 
considerations are being taken into account. Sally reported that statewide, twenty-eight percent (28%) of the population 
the Fifth District supervises have a diagnosed mental health issue. 
 
Sally also spoke of the most recent incident involving a shooting and death of an offender who was detained by the 
Warrant Team.  Sally explained that six weeks earlier Chief Bradshaw reviewed the policies for the Warrant Team with 
herself and Nancy Robinson. Sally explained that all procedures and policies were followed and that the entire event was 
caught on security cameras in the apartment complex where the incident occurred. Sally stated that the Des Moines 
Police Department is investigating this incident and the procedure is that it will go to a Polk County Grand Jury in about a 
month. The Attorney General’s office will be representing the Department of Correctional Services. Sally reported that the 
agent who used his firearm, as well as the rest of the Warrant team, have met with a psychiatrist. The fugitive team is 
short staffed at this time. The agent was allowed to return to work in plain clothes and can handle paperwork. This same 
agent will meet with a psychiatrist again after the Grand Jury’s decision. Marvin Grace asked if mental health evaluations 
are done on all offenders who enter the residential facilities. Sally explained that all offenders receive an evaluation with a 
Visiting Nurse upon entry into the facilities. Steve Shelley asked Sally where the funding comes from for dealing with 
these mental health offenders. Sally explained the money comes from our own budget and there is no extra funding 
provided. She explained that the department does work with the counties to cover medical costs. Sally stated the 
department does pay for medicines for offenders upfront and then tries to get the money back by billing them.  
 
Sally reviewed the meeting that Mike King set up with Governor Culver. She and Mike discussed the discrepancies of 
funding with the Fifth and First Districts. The Governor became aware of the situation and acknowledged it. Mike reported 
he thought it was a productive meeting. Sally explained that the caseloads are out of control in the Region offices, 
especially regarding Dallas County. 
Marvin Grace suggested placing issues on a website so the public can see and read about them. Cheeko Camel 
suggested contacting local representatives and that each board member has a responsibility to do so. Sally said this was 
a good idea. Mike King suggested inviting Fifth District Legislators to the Board meeting or the head of appropriations to 
come and view a presentation and a handout. He was questioning when a good time to do this was and thought possibly 
this fall in October. Sam Nichols asked if staff were affiliated with AFSCME and that maybe pressure needs to be put on 
the union to address this. Sam Nichols asked if there is statistical data available that could be used to show the Fifth 
Districts’ disproportional funds and resources. Sally stated yes that data is available through ICON and that the Fifth 
District Department of Correctional Services has a staff shortage of thirty-eight percent Probation Officers. This proves the 
Fifth District has the largest shortage of employees when compared to all other districts. 
Sally reported that in July she would seek the Board’s approval for hiring four part-time Residential Officer positions. The 
current short staffed situation only creates an unsafe work environment for the employees, the inability to use vacation 
hours and requires more overtime hours to be worked. Sally states relief is needed and she will present this request to the 
Board at July’s meeting. 
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Sally explained that the carry-over money the Fifth District reserves is used to prevent lay-offs since revenue does not 
cover but a portion of the employees’ salaries.  
 
With no more business to come before the Board, Tom Hockensmith moved and Marvin Grace seconded a motion that 
the meeting be adjourned. The meeting was adjourned at 1:05 p.m. 
 
It was realized that Dr. James Wright had not been given the opportunity to speak on the Sentencing Project and present 
to the Board a study called Uneven Justice: State Rates of Incarceration by Race and Ethnicity. Sally asked that the 
Board take a moment for Dr. Wright to discuss this and ask questions. Dr. Wright relayed that this report contains data 
featured by the Governor on initiative disproportional minority rates in Iowa on pages four, five and six. Dr. Wright asked 
the Board if there have been discussions about ratios and if there have, is the department doing anything or getting 
involved. Sally and Judge Gamble recapped how a committee will be developed for this purpose and Judge Gamble 
welcomed Dr. Wright’s suggestions and stated these are complicated issues but the Department of Correctional Services 
as well as the Courts would like to address them. Sally stated there is a statewide initiative and that Kent Zimmerman who 
is working with the Department on strategic planning will put together an advisory board to look at practices and offer 
suggestions. Sally invited the Board to consider becoming a member of this advisory panel if they are interested. Sally 
stated the committee will report back to the Board at the next meeting in July 2008. 
 
The meeting was re-adjourned at 1:10 p.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted: 
____________________________________________ 
Lisa Walters, Executive Secretary 
____________________________________________ ______________________________________ 
Michael J. King, Chairperson        Date 
Board of Directors 
Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services          
 

Executive Committee of the Board of Directors 
for the 

Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services 
 

Minutes 
June 6, 2008 

 
Executive Committee Members in Attendance: Chairperson Michael J. King; Vice-Chair Royce Dredge; Larry Eastin; 

Judge Arthur Gamble; Don Greenlee; and Don Reasoner. 
 
Staff in attendance:  District Director Sally Kreamer and Division Manager Neil Wheeler 
 
The meeting was called to order at 1:35 p.m. on June 6, 2008 by Chairperson Michael J. King at 604 Locust Street, Suite 
317, Des Moines, Iowa.  
 
Chairperson King confirmed that the agenda was correct as written.  
 
The first order of business was discussion by the Executive Committee regarding their individual evaluations of the District 
Director. Neil Wheeler asked to be and was excused from this discussion even though he was reminded that this was an 
open meeting and he was free to stay.  
 
The Executive Committee invited District Director Sally Kreamer to meet with them to discuss her evaluation. The 
Executive Committee’s evaluation scores had been compiled onto one form which was later given to Mr. Wheeler to place 
in the District Director’s personnel file. Upon completion of their evaluation of the Director, Mr. Wheeler was invited to 
return for the remainder of the agenda items consisting of New and Old Business. 
 
Under Old Business, Chairperson King asked Director Kreamer to convene a gathering where all the State Senators and 
Representatives from the Fifth District would meet to hear about the future building needs of the Department. Judge 
Gamble suggested that Osceola would be a good meeting place.  
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Sally asked if the Executive Committee felt they needed to meet regularly or more often rather than on an as-needed 
basis. Don Reasoner felt that the frequency was adequate. Chairperson King said that if necessary, a meeting can be 
convened quite quickly.  
 
There was no New Business to be presented. 
 
With no more business to come before the Executive Committee, Don Greenlee moved and Larry Eastin seconded a 
motion to adjourn. This motion carried by voice vote. The meeting was adjourned at 2:00 p.m. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
____________________________________________ 
Neil Wheeler, Division Manager 
 
____________________________________________  ____________________________________ 
Michael J. King, Chairperson         Date 
Board of Directors  
Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services 
 

Board of Directors 
for the  

Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services 
 

Meeting Minutes 
Wednesday, April 30, 2008 

 
Members in Attendance: 
 
 
 
 
 

Chairperson Michael J. King; Joan Acela; Cheeko Camel; Monroe Colston; Royce 
Dredge; Larry Eastin; Linda England; Judge Arthur Gamble; Marvin Grace; Don 
Greenlee; Tom Hockensmith; Sam Nichols; Don Reasoner, Steve Shelley; and Dr. 
James Wright 
 

Staff in Attendance: District Director Sally Kreamer; Assistant District Director Ken Smid; Assistant 
District Director Nancy Robinson; Division Manager Neil Wheeler; Division Manager 
Steve Dick; Clinical Services Manager Michelle Dix; and Executive Secretary Lisa 
Walters 

  
The meeting was called to order at 12:03 p.m. by Chairperson Michael King on Wednesday, April 30, 2008 at the Fort 
Des Moines Residential Center, Building 68/70, Thayer Avenue, Jim Hancock Blvd., Des Moines, IA.  
 
The first order of business was the approval of the agenda for this meeting. Don Greenlee moved and Don Reasoner 
seconded a motion that the agenda be approved. The motion carried by voice vote, 
Next was the approval of the minutes from the full Board meeting held on January 30, 2008. Sam Nichols moved and 
Steve Shelley seconded a motion to approve the minutes as written. The motion carried by voice vote.  
Next on the agenda was a review of the FY’08 Budget. Division Manager Steve Dick began by distributing handouts 
which showed the revenues and expenditures for Fiscal Year 08. Steve reported that the department will have received 
one hundred percent (100%) of state allocation by the end of April 2008. He spoke of how interest rates have plummeted 
from one hundred ninety-nine thousand ($199,000) to now one hundred sixty thousand ($160,000). Fee collections have 
been very strong. Regarding expenditures, Steve reports salaries are pretty good with nineteen million dollars 
($19,000,000) budgeted. Steve stated the carry forward money would be spent in the area of supplies. The new phone 
system project is in its last stages of implementation and required about two hundred thousand ($200,000) dollars to 
fund. Steve stated Neil Wheeler, Division Manager, is performing a study on all equipment needs consisting also of the 
life expectancy and replacement costs. This includes items such as vehicles, photocopiers, Alco-Sensors, VPN cards, 
polygraph testing equipment and snow removal equipment and will be used to figure future expenditures on these items. 
Steve reported that money will also be used to replace door readers at the 910/1000 Washington Avenue locations, 
purchase supplies like UA Testing Kits and provide carpet cleaning services as well as pay for overall building 
maintenance needs. 
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Steve stated that the estimated Ending Fund Balance of six hundred thousand dollars ($600,000) is categorized as 
“carry forward money” and constitutes approximately two and a half percent (2.5%) of our total budget.  
 
Tom Hockensmith asked how much money is spent on snow removal. Steve explained that the department currently 
spends ten to fifteen thousand dollars ($10,000-$15,000) for the snow removal contract. He explained that if the 
department invested now and purchased our own equipment, there would be a projected expense of eight thousand 
dollars ($8,000) the first year which would pay for updating a snow truck with a snow plow and a salt spreader and then 
approximately an expense of four thousand five hundred dollars ($4,500) for each year thereafter. The savings is 
significant and is even less costly than paying employees overtime to do this work themselves. Marvin Grace asked 
Steve if we use salt heavily. Steve stated it is a must and a great deal of salt must be used in some areas due to steeper 
inclines and high traffic areas in the lots. 
 
Director Sally Kreamer stated that any employee salary adjustment (raises) shortfall would be funded by this carry 
forward money. Steve estimated that for every ten percent (10%) the department does not get funded, the department 
has to come up with one hundred twenty-five thousand dollars ($125,000) to make up for the shortfall. The carry forward 
money is utilized for salary adjustment in case the funding is not there.  
 
Mike King recalled a Charter that he remembered being signed that would prevent a cut in the money provided by the 
government. Mike asked Steve to revisit and look into this and recalled that by signing it, it was to prevent funding from 
being cut.  
 
Following was a review of the FY’09 Budget. Sally spoke of a few highlights reporting that there was approval to fund two 
Re-Entry positions called Community Treatment Coordinators. Sally stated this project’s estimated cost was ten million 
dollars but only two positions have been funded. Due to under staffing, low funding and unavailable space, Sally 
expressed that it may not be possible to undertake the full project. Sally stated that two subjects of interest include 
gender responsive issues involving women’s programming and community involvement as well as the subject of 
analyzing the disproportional rate of African/Americans in Iowa’s correctional system would be addressed or covered by 
these new positions. Sally explained the department wants to do more in these areas but can not without being fully 
funded. Marvin Grace asked if Sally was discussing the area of the One-Stop Shop. Sally confirmed, yes, that the Fifth 
District was offered funding for two new positions, but that the First District was offered two new positions as well. 
 
Monroe Colston stated that in lieu of this subject, he would be glad to talk to the Greater Des Moines Community 
Foundation about funding this for students. He stated there is money that can be offered. Sally stated this would be very 
welcomed. Monroe stated he would be willing to create a proposal on this topic and then contact Sally. 
 
Sally reported that the department has housed federal offenders for over twenty (20) years. She reported a Federal RFP 
went out looking for private agencies to house these federal offenders. She expressed her concern since a great deal of 
this money with housing Federal offenders is how our department is able to sustain itself financially. Other concerns from 
Sally were in regard to how this Federal Contract would allow the Federal Bureau of Prisons to dictate who the 
department has as staff and be able to send us whichever offenders they want. To allow this contract gives the Feds 
more control over these types of decisions. 
Sally also reported that funding did not go through for the expansion of the Fort Des Moines Facilities. Sally affirmed she 
was okay with this. To update and remodel the current Fort Facilities requires certain standards to follow when 
remodeling because of the historical status of the buildings. Appropriations instead will be used to conduct a study of 
expansion for one hundred seventy (170) beds. This would involve working with the city of Des Moines, the Board and 
staff infrastructure to discuss a possible site to build on. Sally reported to the Board an injury to one of the Fort Des 
Moines supervisors that occurred due to deterioration of the building they were working on. This study will be looking at 
safety and the overall needs of our region offices too. Sally reported this money could also be used as earnest money 
towards the purchase of land. She said that a timeline would be set up and she sees this moving forward quickly. Sally 
confirmed this is a much better approach.  
 
Steve reported the tobacco appropriations increased by sixty-four thousand dollars ($64,000) which will be used to fund 
substance abuse programs. This would allow for the Drug Court Program and staff to receive salary increases. Steve 
acknowledged that salary adjustments should be forwarded to us in the next week or so. 
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Steve Shelley asked Sally if we have returned to our offices in the Equitable. Sally reported that IOSHA came into our 
offices and performed air quality tests which came back negative for any asbestos. She also reported this was done at 
no cost to us due to being a state agency.  
 
Marvin Grace questioned our fuel expenses. Steve reported that there was a fifty-one thousand dollar ($51,000) 
increase to cover fuel, food and pharmacy. He stated the cost for fuel is being taken into account. 
 
Judge Gamble commented that he would like to encourage the board to insist on receiving the two Re-Entry positions 
called Community Treatment Coordinators and that the department should use those positions to complete the work in 
the areas they were designated for (Gender Responsive Issues involving Women’s Programming and Community 
Involvement and for analyzing the disproportional rate of African/Americans in Iowa’s Correctional System). Judge 
Gamble moved and Don Greenlee seconded a motion to discuss and pursue this topic again. The motion carried by 
voice vote. 
 
Reviewing Work Rule Changes was next on the agenda. Neil began by reporting that the work rules had not been 
reviewed, updated or changed since 1999. He reported Michelle Dix, Ken Smid and Mike Kastantin took part in 
amending and modifying these work rules. Neil spoke on how some rules were expanded to be more specific and 
modernized. Sally noted that the rules had been brought before the Union and were approved. Neil asked that the 
Board approve these changes. Don Greenlee moved and Don Reasoner seconded the motion to accept the Work 
Rule Changes as presented. The motion carried by voice vote. Tom Hockensmith stated he applauded the efforts 
taken by the Department to update these rules. Marvin Grace asked if a copy of the work rules could be sent to all 
Board members with their reminder packets that would be sent out just prior to the next full Board meeting. Neil 
confirmed this will be done.  
 
Next on the agenda was the discussion of Hiring Practices and Diversity by Clinical Services Manager Michelle Dix. 
Michelle presented to the Board that in the areas of Residential Officers and Probation Officer IIs, the diversity levels 
are doing well and increasing. She reported that in the higher levels of employment, the department is not seeing 
minorities apply and is uncertain if that is due to a lack of interest, lack of knowledge to fill these positions or other 
conditions. Michelle enumerated the ways in which the department is trying to reach out to outside applicants such as 
through job postings being sent to other agencies, churches, colleges, other state departments, newspapers, internet, 
job fairs and out-of-state black colleges. Michelle stated she is open to suggestions and input from the Board.  
 
Under Old Business Sally spoke on the stressful times the department staff has endured since the last Board meeting. 
She reported an incident where a female offender who was housed at the Women’s Residential Correctional Facility 
(WRCF) successfully committed suicide. The offender was taken to Broadlawns at the first signs of suicidal behavior 
and all procedures were followed. When the offender was considered stable, she was released from Broadlawns and 
had then committed suicide while in the psychiatric unit. Another suicide attempt happened at the Fort Des Moines 
Facility where an offender slit his own throat and both his wrists. Sally stated the employees actually saved the life of 
this offender. The staff acted quickly, held towels on his wounds to keep him from losing blood and talked with him until 
the ambulance arrived. Sally reported grief counselors were available for staff as well as several check-ins on how 
staff are doing after the event. Staff have now looked into and implemented alternate ways to deliver messages other 
than the intercom system which they discovered could startle or increase the dissociations of the mental health 
offenders. Other considerations are being taken into account. Sally reported that statewide, twenty-eight percent (28%) 
of the population the Fifth District supervises have a diagnosed mental health issue. 
 
Sally also spoke of the most recent incident involving a shooting and death of an offender who was detained by the 
Warrant Team.  Sally explained that six weeks earlier Chief Bradshaw reviewed the policies for the Warrant Team with 
herself and Nancy Robinson. Sally explained that all procedures and policies were followed and that the entire event 
was caught on security cameras in the apartment complex where the incident occurred. Sally stated that the Des 
Moines Police Department is investigating this incident and the procedure is that it will go to a Polk County Grand Jury 
in about a month. The Attorney General’s office will be representing the Department of Correctional Services. Sally 
reported that the agent who used his firearm, as well as the rest of the Warrant team, have met with a psychiatrist. The 
fugitive team is short staffed at this time. The agent was allowed to return to work in plain clothes and can handle 
paperwork. This same agent will meet with a psychiatrist again after the Grand Jury’s decision. Marvin Grace asked if 
mental health evaluations are done on all offenders who enter the residential facilities. Sally explained that all 
offenders receive an evaluation with a Visiting Nurse upon entry into the facilities. Steve Shelley asked Sally where the 
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funding comes from for dealing with these mental health offenders. Sally explained the money comes from our own 
budget and there is no extra funding provided. She explained that the department does work with the counties to cover 
medical costs. Sally stated the department does pay for medicines for offenders upfront and then tries to get the 
money back by billing them.  
 
Sally reviewed the meeting that Mike King set up with Governor Culver. She and Mike discussed the discrepancies of 
funding with the Fifth and First Districts. The Governor became aware of the situation and acknowledged it. Mike 
reported he thought it was a productive meeting. Sally explained that the caseloads are out of control in the Region 
offices, especially regarding Dallas County. 
Marvin Grace suggested placing issues on a website so the public can see and read about them. Cheeko Camel 
suggested contacting local representatives and that each board member has a responsibility to do so. Sally said this 
was a good idea. Mike King suggested inviting Fifth District Legislators to the Board meeting or the head of 
appropriations to come and view a presentation and a handout. He was questioning when a good time to do this was 
and thought possibly this fall in October. Sam Nichols asked if staff were affiliated with AFSCME and that maybe 
pressure needs to be put on the union to address this. Sam Nichols asked if there is statistical data available that could 
be used to show the Fifth Districts’ disproportional funds and resources. Sally stated yes that data is available through 
ICON and that the Fifth District Department of Correctional Services has a staff shortage of thirty-eight percent 
Probation Officers. This proves the Fifth District has the largest shortage of employees when compared to all other 
districts. 
Sally reported that in July she would seek the Board’s approval for hiring four part-time Residential Officer positions. 
The current short staffed situation only creates an unsafe work environment for the employees, the inability to use 
vacation hours and requires more overtime hours to be worked. Sally states relief is needed and she will present this 
request to the Board at July’s meeting. 
Sally explained that the carry-over money the Fifth District reserves is used to prevent lay-offs since revenue does not 
cover but a portion of the employees’ salaries.  
 
With no more business to come before the Board, Tom Hockensmith moved and Marvin Grace seconded a motion that 
the meeting be adjourned. The meeting was adjourned at 1:05 p.m. 
 
It was realized that Dr. James Wright had not been given the opportunity to speak on the Sentencing Project and 
present to the Board a study called Uneven Justice: State Rates of Incarceration by Race and Ethnicity. Sally asked 
that the Board take a moment for Dr. Wright to discuss this and ask questions. Dr. Wright relayed that this report 
contains data featured by the Governor on initiative disproportional minority rates in Iowa on pages four, five and six. 
Dr. Wright asked the Board if there have been discussions about ratios and if there have, is the department doing 
anything or getting involved. Sally and Judge Gamble recapped how a committee will be developed for this purpose 
and Judge Gamble welcomed Dr. Wright’s suggestions and stated these are complicated issues but the Department of 
Correctional Services as well as the Courts would like to address them. Sally stated there is a statewide initiative and 
that Kent Zimmerman who is working with the Department on strategic planning will put together an advisory board to 
look at practices and offer suggestions. Sally invited the Board to consider becoming a member of this advisory panel 
if they are interested. Sally stated the committee will report back to the Board at the next meeting in July 2008. 
 
The meeting was re-adjourned at 1:10 p.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted: 
____________________________________________ 
Lisa Walters, Executive Secretary 
____________________________________________ ______________________________________ 
Michael J. King, Chairperson        Date 
Board of Directors 
Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services          
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Executive Committee of the Board of Directors 
for the 

Fifth Judicial District Department of Correctional Services 
 

Minutes 
June 6, 2008 

 
Executive Committee Members in Attendance: Chairperson Michael J. King; Vice-Chair Royce Dredge; Larry 

Eastin; Judge Arthur Gamble; Don Greenlee; and Don 
Reasoner. 

 
Staff in attendance:  District Director Sally Kreamer and Division Manager Neil Wheeler 
 
The meeting was called to order  1:35 p.m. on June 6, 2008 by Chairperson Michael J. King at 604 Locust Street, 
Suite 317, Des Moines, Iowa.  
 
Chairperson King confirmed that the agenda was correct as written.  
 
The first order of business was discussion by the Executive Committee regarding their individual evaluations of the 
District Director. Neil Wheeler asked to be and was excused from this discussion even though he was reminded that 
this was an open meeting and he was free to stay.  
 
The Executive Committee invited District Director Sally Kreamer to meet with them to discuss her evaluation. The 
Executive Committee’s evaluation scores had been compiled onto one form which was later given to Mr. Wheeler to 
place in the District Director’s personnel file. Upon completion of their evaluation of the Director, Mr. Wheeler was 
invited to return for the remainder of the agenda items consisting of New and Old Business. 
 
Under Old Business, Chairperson King asked Director Kreamer to convene a gathering where all the State Senators 
and Representatives from the Fifth District would meet to hear about the future building needs of the Department. 
Judge Gamble suggested that Osceola would be a good meeting place.  
 
Sally asked if the Executive Committee felt they needed to meet regularly or more often rather than on an as-needed 
basis. Don Reasoner felt that the frequency was adequate. Chairperson King said that if necessary, a meeting can be 
convened quite quickly.  
 
There was no New Business to be presented. 
 
With no more business to come before the Executive Committee, Don Greenlee moved and Larry Eastin seconded a 
motion to adjourn. This motion carried by voice vote. The meeting was adjourned at 2:00 p.m. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
____________________________________________ 
Neil Wheeler, Division Manager 
 
____________________________________________  ____________________________________ 
Michael J. King, Chairperson         Date 
Board of Directors 
Fifth Judicial District, Department of Correctional Services 


